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Trustees Decide to Negotiate Dean's Retention
Faculty Divided on the Issue
By Russ Pannier
I have taught at William Mitchell since
1979.
I think that Dean Hogg has accomplished
some good things. For example, he has raised
a substantial portion of the money for the new
library and has supported faculty research and
'Yr:iting.
He has treated me well, supporting my
writing efforts and cooperating with my requests to teach courses of special interest to
me. I mention this, not because it is relevant
to the issue of the Dean's retention, but rather
to show that there is no history of conflict between us.
Nevertheless, I have concluded that the
school should not renew Dean Hogg's contract. I have several reasons.

1. Procedural Unfairness
Procedural fairness is part of the essence of
the Anglo-American conception of justice.
We shoulq treat even our worst enemies (§;:
~ them) with fair process. We maintain
the barrier separating civilized society from
chaos, anarchy and murder only to the extent
to which we satisfy the conditions of procedural justice. If an American law school cannot
impose coercive burdens with procedural fairness, then who can be expected to?
I believe that the administration has failed
to practice such fairness. The procedures .followed in the detenuring of Andrew Haines
failed to satisfy elementary principles of pro:.
cedural fairness. It seems to me that any lawyer with a grasp of procedural justice who
reads the records of the proceeding would
agree. I invite you to read the record with this
question in mind, "What procedures would I
have believed myself (or my client) entitled to
had I (or my client) been a defendant in a detenuring proceeding?" The Minnesota Minority Lawyers Association report has articulated
the details. I agree with the findings.
I also think that the procedures followed in
the Mary Dean matter were fimdamentally unfair. I find it difficult to reject the findings and
conclusions ~f the report issued by the-Minnesota Department of Human Rights.
2. Substantive Unfairness
I also believe that the administration failed
to comply with basic standards of substantive
fairness. I mention only a few things.
First, Professor Haines was the second lowest paid professor on the Mitchell faculty, despite sixteen years of teaching service and being ranked sixth in seniority out of twenty-six
tenured professors. It is difficult to explain
this without referring to principles of racial
justice.
Second, the administration's posting of
guards outside .Professor Haines' office is difficult to explain other than by motivation by

racial stereotypes.
Third, the treatment accorded Mary Dean
was substantively, as well as procedurally,
unfair. It is difficult to explain that
treatment .without referring to her
public criticism of the administration's handling of the Haines matter. And, with respect to the matter
of gender discrimination, we
should remember that, for purposes
of equal protection analysis, it is
not very relevant to compare the treatment of Mary Dean with the treatment of women faculty members who
consistently support -administration
positions and never take public positions likely to antagonize administrative power. Rather, the relevant contrast is that between the treatment of
Mary Dean and that accorded white
male professors who occasionally
publicly criticize administration decisions. As decades of civil rights litigation shows, the best test of gender (or
racial, for thaE m1111er) .fairness is the
tr.eatnient given. to the "diffiailt" gr
"independent" memher of the.minority class, (as "difficulf'1!Ild "independent'.' are lllldetsto~ by those holdingins.trmnents of coercive-power}.

3r Factionalism

i' .·

Political factionalism has existed oo
the Mitchell faculty since the. administration of Dean Peters. At least tw.o
groups ·of faculty members formed
sometime during the early phase of
that administration. (Of course, this division is not exhaustive; not all faculty
members fall into one or the other category.) On the one hand, some have
consistently supported administration

(Continued on page 5)
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By Robert E. Oliphant
Dear Russell:
I read you recent letter to the College Board of Trustees regarding the
renewal of Dean Hogg' s contract I
am unable to agree with your
views on the subject and have set
forth my reasons in this letter.
At the outset you indicated that
Dean Hogg has treated you well,
supported your writing efforts, and
cooperated in allowing you to teach
courses of special interest You have
received this fair treatment even
though on personnel issues, I believe
you have quite strongly opposed him.
The treatment -you received from
Dean Hogg is essentially the same
kind of support and encouragement
that he attempts to give to everyone
on the faculty. As your letter illustrates, he has consistently supported
and encouraged faculty writing and productivity! I believe his encouragement
and open support for faculty has been
too easily overlooked by his critics. His
,encouragement is very important to the academic life of this institution.
You also stated that "there is no history .of conflict between" you and Dean
Hegg, an ~ffort. l.~·sume, to establish
ct£dibility for youn::riticism of him. But
there are some.IIlalmIS that trouble me.
One concem is 1hat your views :regardfug Dean. Bogg may bave been eithf:r dir«.i!Y or indireajy .inflnenced by your relationship wiih. Premsor Heidemeich ~ a
person whom I assume has been one of your
closest personal and professional friends during the eleven ye_ars you have associated with
WMCL. Prafessor Hei<hmreich's constant ~ff9rts to unseat the.dean, establish a union, and
otherwise oppose the institutional decision

Acl,..;,.,~lro-\;on
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making mechanism are very well known.
While it could be assumed that the closeness
of your relationship with Professor Heidenreich was the catalyst for your views, I hope
his influence was not that pervasive! Moreover, the MMLA report, which you highly
praised, assumed that anyone. who was a
friend of Professor Hamilton's could not fairly weigh and assess the facts regarding Andrew Haines. Since you apparently accepJ:.
that concept, at least you should explain to
what extent your personal friendship with
Professors Heidenreich and Haines have influenced your views on Dean Hogg.
A second concern is your reliance on conclusions rather than facts. You speak of the
record in the Haines matter, but according to
the college's custodian of the record, the
.record was not available to faculty. I assume
you read only the final report of the facultytrustee committee that voted 10-0 to uphold
Dean Hogg's recommendation regarding the
Haines detenuring. Similarly, you make much
of the findings of the Human Rights Department finding in the Mary Dean matter, however, I am told you concede you have not
read the volumes contained in the motion
supporting the college position.

1. Procedural Unfairness
I was not persuaded by:.section "l" of your
letter. Your concerns of procedural unfairness
relate essentially to the Haines and Mary
Dean personnel decisions. With regard to
Haines, yoli present virtually no facts; instead
you invite readers to consult the record which
was not available to the faculty. In a dispute
of this nature, detailed consideration of the
facts is enormously important; without such
consideration it is difficult to give sweeping
conclusions like those I found in this section
much weight Moreover, you accept uncritically the .criticisms aimed at the college in the
MMLA report.
- To me your defense of the MMLA report is
indefensible. Clearly, there is little in the
MMLA report to suggest that it was an impartial investigation of the facts involved in the
Andrew Haines matter. In fact, there are suggestions that parts of it, if not almost all of it,
were based on information given to the
MMLA by members of the WMCL faculty
whose primary objective was to get rid of
Dean Hogg.
A core allegation in the MMLA report was
that the faeulty-trustees committee that -reviewed the Haines matter was biased. Like
many of the conclusions in your letter supporting the MMLA position, the assertion
finds little foundational factual support.
When the MMLA accused the ten members
of the committee of bias, it did so without

(Continued on page 5)

Survey Indicates Students Want More Ethics _ _ _ _ _ __
by Randy Moder
A survey conducted by the Student Ethics
Commttee during the Spring Ethics Week revealed that a majority of students [sixty-two
, -percent (62%)] want more classroom discussion of ethics. In contrast, only four percent
(4%) of the students wanted less discussion of
ethics in the classroom.
The survey was designed to measure the
classroom discussion of ethics during the past
semester and was conducted to detemine
whether the Student Ethics Committee's mission of integrating ethics within the classroom
was being accomplished.
Forty percent (40%) of the students answered that ethics were discussed between 4
and 7 times during their classes this past semester. When asked to rate the quality of the
ethics discussion forty-three percent (43%)
said the discussions were OK while 36 percent (36%) r ~ the discussions good. Only

thirteen percent (13%) of the responses indicated that the discussions were very poor or
poor.
Professors, alone, initiated the discussion
of ethics almost sixty percent (69%) of the
time. Textbooks were felt to be poor at raising ethical issues ~ only 8 students (4.5%)
reported that the textbook had led to discussions of ethics in the classroom. Students,
alone, raised ethical issues eighteen percent
(18%)
There were a total of 176 responses to the
survey and the Student Ethics Committee
would like to thank everyone who took the
time to respond. Some students also made
comments about Ethics Week and the Student
Ethics Committee. While most of these comments were positive in nature, the negative
comments will also be considered by the Student Ethics Committee. Also of value were
the students' comments as to potential areas

of ethics that they would like to see discussed
in future ethics weeks.
Due to a lack of time, the question relating
to the non-discussion of ethical issues raised
within class was not evaluated.
A note to apathy watchers: apathy seems to
be alive and well at William Mitchell College
of Law. Although 176 students responded to
the survey, a total of 488 surveys were distributed. Students were asked to either. fill out the
survey or if they didn't want to fill out a survey, to check a small box located in the lower
· right hand comer. Only four students checked
the small box in lieu of filling out the survey.
That left 308 students [sixty-three percent
(63%)] who couldn't spare the time to check
the box.

Specific Survey Question Results:
6) Do you feel that there is a need for more
or less ethical discussion within the classroom?

More -109; Less - 7;
Adequate as it stands - 59
*Two students couldn't decide this question.
2) How often would you say that ethical issues have been raised and discussed within classes?
Never-2; 1-3 times-39;
4-7 times - 71 ; 8-15 times - 34
More than 15 - 28
*two different students didn't fill this question out
4) Overall, when ethical issues have been
discussed, how would you rate the discussion?
VeryPoor-4; Poor-19; OK-75
Good- 63; Very Good-15
Note: the percentages reported were rounded
off to the nearest whole number.

And for good reasons ...

7. Tuition Freeze -A $50.00 course
deposit freezes y our tuition at the
current level, r egardless of when you
plan on taking the MBR/ BRI course.
The deposit also entitles you to the
use of a set of MBR/ BRI outlines,
which can then be traded in for the
most current set when you take the
reVIew course.

1. Outstanding Lecturers - Our

faculty is made up of bar review
experts and includes some 0£ the top
law professors in the country, such as
Charles H. Whitebread, David
Epstein, and John Nowak.
2. Comprehensive Outlines Every area tested on the bar exam is
covered completely, in a concise and
understandable format.

8. Selected Law Lectures Throughout the year, MBR/BRI
offers videotaped presentations to
help you prepare for final exams.
Admission is free to all students.

3. Directed Testing Program - Our
multistate and essay testing program
includes weekly practice sessions and
simulated multistate and essay
examinations. The essay exams are
graded and extensively critiqued for
both substance and style.
4. Mini-Review Program ·- The ·
three day Mini-Review program is
held at the -end of the regular course.
It includes capsulized multistate
outlines and additional lectures on
each multistate subject for last
minute reinforcement.

5. Day or Evening Classes During our summer course you have
the option of attending live evening
or videotaped morning lectures,
whichever you find most convenient.

· 9. $25.00 Discount on the
Professional Responsibility Review
Course -. All MBR/BRI students
receive a $25.00 discount when
signing up for our Professional
Responsibility Review Course.
10. Minneapolis Based Office Our Minneapolis headquarters is
open every business day to serve
you. With MBR/ BRI, you will get
answers, not recordings.

6. Excellent Facilities and
Convenient Location - The 1990
MBR/BRI course will again be held
at the College of St. Thomas,
O'Shaughnessy Educational Center,
the same location .w e have had for
the past 17 years.

Now you know why, year after year,
Minnesota Bar Review /BRI, Inc. is
the number one choice for bar exam
preparation.

For more information, contact your
campus representatives or call our office at 338-1977.
WILLIAM MITCHELL REPRESENTATIVES
Laura Ferguson
Nina Goldetsky
Matt Hanzel

Susan Prohofsky
Tony Schertler
Linda Stinson

Minnesota
Bar Review/SRI, Inc.

MBR/BRI .... the leader in bar review.

Proposed Opinion Policy
By Danlel i;. Jambor
The following are some proposed policies
for the OPINION. These are merely my suggestions. They do not represent the present
policies of the newspaper, as there are none.
Likewise these suggestions do not necessarily
represent the views that other members of the
current OPINION staff have. Any and all suggestions are welcome and those will be taken
into account this summer when these policies
are fmalized. You may drop off suggestions
in the OPINION newsbox to my attention.

Proposed Statement of Purpose, Policies
and Procedures - The Opinion
Statement of Purpose: The OPINION is a
newspaper operated and funded by the students of William Mitchell College of Law
(The OPINION is not a college publication, it
is a STUDENT publication). It is written for
and about the college and its affiliates (tQ include current and former students, faculty,
staff, administration, board members, alumnae, prospective students, and the legal community). The OPINION is not a national,
state, or city newspaper. It covers only stories
that relate directly to the college and its affiliates, or stories the editors feel will inform or
entertain their audience. The OPINION provides students with a chance to assume a leadership role in the community and express
their views and creative talents.
Policies:
- The OPINION will print any signed letter
to the editor that is addressed '"To the Editor,"
as long as it does not contain hbelous material, defamatory statement or clearly incorrect
information. The decision not to print a letter
will be made by the entire editorial staff.
- The OPINION reserves the right to edit letters to the editor _for clarity and spelling, as
long as it does not change tlie inlciu of the letter.
- The OPINION does not print letters addressed to an editor personally, unless it is
clearly stated in the letter that the writer wishes it to be printed. These letters will be answered in writing by the addressee.
- Certain letter writers will ask that their
names be kept confidential. The OPINION
will honor reasonable requests for confidentiality. If a writer perceives a threat to his or
her physical and/or mental welfare, the OPINION editorial staff will convene to approve or
decline the request, the letter/article will be
returned to the writer with an explanation of
the decision to deny the request for confidentiality. The OPINION will not release the
name of the writer once the decision to withhold it is made.
- Stories that have to be considerably altered
by the editorial staff will be credited to the editor that assigned the story and/or edited itthe
most, w:iJh c.redit for "infomiatien .provided
by ... " going ro the jx:Esan who originally
wrote the story.
- Sources of stories will be guaranteed confidentiality if they have a valid reasons fow~questi.ng it. Comments made to an editor or
writer of the OPINION "off the record'' will
not be used or cited as fact in any part of the
publication. Writers and editors of the OPINJ()Nmust identify themselYe.s as such_prior to
interviewing (er questioning) allil. individual
for a story.
Advertising Policies: The OPINION does
not nm ads for the following: dating services,
pro-choice group, or anti-abortion groups. For
further information on ad policies, contact the
Editor-in-Chief or the Advertising/Business
Manager.
Procedures: The OPIN/ON will bp-mil:!lished
four (4) times each semester:. 'Publication
dates will depend on the academic schedule
of the college-, l!)ld the schedu1e of the printer.
The Ol'INION Bdil0r-in£h.ief will be selected by application to the Media Board no
later than April 1st of each year. The Media
Board, consisting of the Editor-in-Chief,
Business Manager, SBA President and SBA
Treasurer along with the faculty advisor will
review applications and hire the following
year's Editor-in-Chief. Should the current
year's Editor-in-Chief apply for the position,
the Managing Editor will be substituted on
the Media Board.
The OPINION is edited by a group of students who have been selected from the student body through application with the Editor-in-Chief. The editorial positions shall
consist of: Managing Editor, News Editor,
Features Editor, Copy Editors (2), and Business/Advertising Manager. The editorialJ)Osis
tiOl'IS ~ the Edilm:ial Board, headed by the
Editor-in-Chief. The Editor-in-Chief and the
Business Manager will
the current
budget and prepare the budget for the next ac-

oversee

ademic year. Any interested student may become a staff writer.
Any request for checks or reimbursement
must go through the business manager with
expenditures over $50 approved by the Editor-in-Chief.
Advertising rates are decided upon by the
Editor-in-Chief and the Advertising/Business
Manager.
The Editor-in-Chief will prepare job descriptions for the staff, conduct meetings and
training sessions, and assume final responsibility for the publication as a whole (see job
descriptions for more detailed information on
editor's responsibilities).
The Editor-in-Chief will meet regularly
with the President of the college and the Dean
of Students. The Managing Editor should
meet with the Vice-President of the college
on a regular basis if time and schedules allow
for such.
The printer is to be selected by the Editorin-Chief, with the help of advisors, on the basis of which printing company submits the
best bid for the size and kind of paper on
which to be printed, delivery services, willingness to help with small technical !m"Ors,
and any other criteria set forth by the editor.
The lowest bid may not be the best bid on
every occasion, and need not be chosen if the
editor so wishes. The editor should take the
budget into account when choosing a printer.
Layout responsibilities: Page one: Editorin-Chief; page two:Managing Editor, page
two is the opini:on[editQiial page; -page three:
News Editor, page c\hree contains campus
news, special events, etc.,; Middle pages:
Features Editor, the middle will include
speakers, faculty, sports, music, etc.
Each secti~eilitor will be r•nsible.for
cas~gnii:ig ~~ for "die section: and making
sure the stories are tumed in on time. These
responsibilities may be delegated to associate
editors.
Every member of the editorial staff must
attend deadlines, layouts, and critique sessions unless excused by the Editor-in-Chief
or the Managing Editor.
Each member of the editorial staff is responsible for writing at least one (1) article
per issue with a total of six (6) per semester.
The Business Manager will only be required
to write four (4) articles per semester.
A major goal of each member of the· edimrial staff and especially the Editor-in-Chief,
shall be to encourage new students to participate in the OPINION. The Editor-in-Chief
should outline plans for creating enthusiasm
and active participation among first year students at the beginning of-each year.
C

Legalization of
Drugs - Yea or Nay?
by Karl Green
The other day I had an interesting conversation with a fellow Mitchell student about
the legalization of drugs. He told me he had
come full circle on the issue of legalization of
drugs in the United States. First he believed
they shouldn't be legalized, then he changed
his mind and said yes, and now, again, he has
a firm conviction that drugs should not be legalized; He's come full circle on the issue
and I have to agree with him.
Discussion first focused on the slants each
of us brought to the discussion. Generally,
he's a liberal and I'm a conservative, although we agreed that that distinction is not
dispositive of this issue. Also, we both initially agreed that legalization of drugs should not
be enacted in the United States'hut neither of
us knew the other's rationale. As typical law
students, our conclusions weren't enough, it
was our analysis that was important to us.

Would It Be Profitable? We disagreed over
whether the government could make a profit
on drugs by legalizing them. He said you
could tax it to death and, like tobacco, make a
killing (no pun intended). However, I took
the position that by the time the government
produces, manufactures and distributes and
then regulates the drug, anything that resembled a profit would take a dive into the red.
It's possible that with high addiction the demand could be astronomical thus boosting
revenues. In contrast, just considering what
you would have to pay government employees I thought was conclusive. We both agreed
that it's arguable that the government could
make the business worthwhile. I conceded
that, in terms of money spent on the war
against drugs, we're operating in the red right
now.
Would Regulation Help? The regulation of .
drugs would open up certain niches that could
easily be taken over by a black market. The

Gelpe---"Up Close"

Name (first, last): Marcia Gelpe
Position withe WMCL (classes taught):
Professor: Property, Administrative Law, Environmental Regulation, Work of the Lawyer.
Work outside WMCL: Member, Minnesota
Pollution Control Agency and Chair of its Air
Quality Committee.
Birthday: June 3, 1943.
Birthplace: Clevelana., Ohio.
Current Home (city): Minneapolis.
Family:
Spouse's name and occupation: Dennis operates Gelpe's Old World Bakery.
Children (Names, ages, occupation/student,
at what schools): Leah, 20, taking time off
living in Israel; Yaffa, 10 and Joey, 8.
Schooling: A.B. Barnard College, 1965; M.S.
Ohio State University, 1967; J.D. Indiana
University, Bloomington, 1974; and life.
First job: Instructor in Biology, Trinity College, Washington, D.C.; 1st law job - Office
of General Counsel, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Washington, D.C.
Major Accomplishments (Career and Personal): I have been married to the same man
for 24-1/2 years. Together we have built a
family and a life. As for my career - helping
students understand things.
·
Goals in life: To make things a little better
for others and not to screw up my kids too
much.
Personal heroes: My husband. He is the most
decent person I know.
Working on:Being more pittienL
Every New Year's I resolve to: Be a better
person and be a better parent.
I want to teach my children: To try to make
their lives matter. They should leave the

world a little better off than they found it..
A really great evening for me is: Da11cing
with my husband.
The one thing I can't stand is: Dishonesty
or raw onions.
People who knew me in high sci.001
thought I was: A grind. That was not very
complimentary, especially for girls at that
time.
I'd give anything to meet: No one. I've always found more inspiration from friends
then from famous people.
The best times of my life: The experience of
giving birth to my 3 kids.
Favorite childhood memory: Riding the
roller coaster with my friends.
My most humbling experience: Going from
life in midwest to college in New York. I met
women who read Kant for pleasure. I didn't
have the vaguest notion who Kant was.
My most irrational act: Aguing with my
husband that he would open his own business.
My most irrational fear: Falling through a
subway grate on the sidewalks of New York.
I've never been able to: Understand 1. electricity, or 2. how a car runs.
If 1~m learning one thing it is: Neither my
house nor my desk will ever get organized.
Book(s) I've been recommending. lately:
"Disturbances in the Field" is my all-time favorite. I recently found "From Beirut to Jerusalem" by Tom Friedman, fascinating.
Movie(s) I've been recommending lately:
My favorite movies are· old ones, especially
the Thin Man Series and Bogart movies.
Idea of paradise: Twelve hours of uninterrupted sleep.

only way to avoid the regulation-niche problem is to make an unlimited supply available
with minimal restrictions. Prescription drugs
probably wouldn't be the solution, it seemed
too close to the niche problem mentioned earlier. Further, I related that Marijuana is already a prescription drug. We concluded that
the legalization of marijuana would most likely resemble the tobacco industry. The focus of
the rest of our discussion was on the effects of
legalization.

family and community doesn't provide many
opportunities to break away. People who are
discriminated against are denied the opportunities of advancement and are impoverished
by that denial. The abuse of drugs places a
person who once had opportunities available
_into poverty.
In our discussion I found out that this student and I_ had a common experience that
upon refl_ection, I'm sure is not atypical. We
both had best friends who at a younger age
(middle school to early high school) got deeply into drugs. Both our friends were in the top
of the class, tremendous athletes and highly
popular. Both of our friends never graduated
from high school. This would be the cost of
legalizing drugs.
In a society where in individual has a hard
enough time trying to break the poverty
bonds. we shouldn't legalize something that
will place an individual within the grasp of
poverty. There is no profit great enough to
supplant the impoverishment of people.
We should not legalize drugs.

Effects In order to better understand our discussion, let me reveal the conclusion of our
dialogue. The abuse of drugs leads to the
impoverishment of people which the legali7.ation of drugs would only encourage.
I believe there is a high correlation between
the abuse of drugs and passing or giving up
opportunities to advance oneself economically, intellectually and socially. It is the latter
that is the essence of impoverishmenL It is
not the only way to become i.-npoverished,
certainly being brought up in an impoverished

Legal Writing Grading Policy byChrlsKunzandDeborahSchmedemann
The article by Eric Larson in the most recent issue of the Opinion may create a misunderstanding about the Legal Writing grading
system because it describes a system used in
prior years - not this year's system. Contrary
to the article's assertion, our grading policy
does not restrict class averages to a 2.7 GPA
- nor has it done so in past years. Under this
year's system. each Legal Writing professor
is expected to place his or her end-of-year
class average within a range from 2.56 to 2.85
or request permission from us to deviate outside of that range. (Permission to deviate is
typically given when a class is unusually
small or the overall class performance is unusually strong.) (The introductory memo included in the 1989-90 fall Student Packet includes a description of the 2.56-2.85 range.).
Constructing a grading system for Legal
Writing is not easy, in part because the sections are small and have wider statistical variations than do larger classes. However, even
that wider statistical range is quantifiable and
should be restricted to some degree. In this
year's Legal Writing grading policy, we balanced a variety of concerns, including those
mentioned in Mr. Larson's article. We have
considered other factors as well, such as the
substantial dissatisfaction that occurs when
there are no guidelines or monitoring of Legal
Writing grades, allowing grades to vary widely from section to section. In the late 1970's,
Legal Writing grades were not subject to any
restrictions, and student complaints were frequently and strongly voiced. Neither of us
wish to return to that "system."
We appreciate student comment and ideas
on this issue, as we welcome student thought
about all aspects of the program.
The range for final grades. It is very important that all of the classes' end-of-year averages are fairly consistent. We all owe om
students a degree of uniformity final grades
across the classes, so that each students' class
rank isn't determined by the chance assignment to a high- or low-grading legal Writing
professor. There is bound to be variation in
yom class' performance from assignment to
assignment, variation in cmves among professors, variation in the difficulty of assignments, and variation as to each class' range of
abilities. However, our experience over the
years has shown that most of these variations
balance out by the end of the year.
Thus, in order to provide some guidance
and to bring you and your fellow faculty into
a similar range, we have established a range
for the end-of-the-year average of your class.
The range, 2.56 to 2.85, gives each professor
considerable leeway in determining the average grade for his or her class. This range is
designed to accommodate the variations in
performance among the 13-student classes
(too small to be a statistically random sample).
• If the class, on the average, has been performing poorly, the end-of-the-year average
grade for the class should fall in the bottom
third of the range (2.56 to 2.65).
• If the class' performance has been typical,
the end-of-the-year average should fall in
the middle third (2.66 to 2.75).
• If the class' performance has been_ especially noteworthy, the end-of-the-year average
should fall in the top third (2.76 to 2.85).
The mid-point of this range (2.70) is slightly higher than the average of the other firstyear comses (2.61), to reflect improvement
over the comse of multiple assignments.
We are not inflexible. On occasion, a class
is unusually strong or weak. For example, a
class may deserve a higher average when the
two or three bottom students drop of school.
Talk with us first before deciding to deviate

m

- up or dowa - from the range. We need to
approve any deviations before you begin to
award higher assignment grades and may accordingly restrict your ability to "bump." Fmthermore, we need to apprise those who teach
in the same time slot as you. Students are
prone to comparing grades within a large section (you would be. surprised how much detail
they know!), and we think professors who
teach students in the same large section
should know what is going on in each others'
classes.
Of course, how you distribute your students' grades on each assignment and over
the course of the year is your choice. You
should consider how best to indicate to your
students how they are doing, how to motivate
them, and how much room you want to leave
Grading Standards and Procedures Your
professor will consider the following criteria
in grading yom writing assignments:
A. Research
I- Ability to locate and select leading authority and relevant commentary
2. Accurate updating
B. Analysis
1. Comprehension of legal authorities, synthesis of a rule of law
2. Ability to isolate, define, and order issues
3. Persuasive and accurate use of facts
4. Application of authority·and commentary
to assigned facts
·
C. Writingstyle
1. Responsiveness to audience and pmpose
2. Organization
3. Transition and coherence
4. Communicative clarity and brevity
5. Grammar (syntax, usage, punctuation)
6. Proofreading
D. Proper citation
E. Compliance with Style Sheet and formats
Your professor has discretion as to the
weights assigned to the individual criteria,
and those weights may change over the
course of the year, as your proficiency in
some areas grows and you are asked to develop additional skills. Yom professor also may
consider additional criteria, so long as .he or
she tells you of them before you write the assignment
Your professor has the discretion to devise
his or her own policies regarding such matters as late, incomplete, overly long, orunderlength papers. An unexcused late paper may
be graded "F" if the professor so chooses.
Other penalties for the problems listed may
include docking the paper several points;
grading it more harshly than the other papers
in the class; or, in the case of overly long papers, reading only the portion within the page
range.
The grades you receive on individual assignments will not be letter grades, but rather
a one-decimal-place number on a four-point
scale, e.g., 2.1 or 3.3. To find out how these
grades compare to the College's letter-grade
scale, use columns I and II of the Grade Conversion Chart below.
Your grades on the writing assignments
and the graded oral argument will be weighted according to the following percentages:

Closed Office Memo
First Draft
10%
Revision
10%
Research Office Memo
Client Letter
Motion Practice memorandum
Appellate Brief
15%
FirstDraft
Revision
20%
Appellate Oral Argument

20%
15%
10%
10%'
35%

The final grades in the course are awarded
at the end of the first year. No Legal Writing
grades are awarded at the end of the first semester.
To calculate your course grade at the end of
the year, multiply each grade by its percent~
age weight, add the seven weighted scores,
and divide by 100. Use columns I and II of
the Grade Conversion Chart to figure out your
letter grade.
Grade Conversion Chart -

I

II

Ill

4-point scale
range

letter-grade
equivalent

4-point scale
equivalent

4.00-3.84
3.83 - 3.50
3-.49 - 3.17
3.16 -2.84
2.83 -2.50
2.49 - 2.17
2.16 -1.84
1.83 - 1.50
1.49 - 1.17
1.16 - 0.84
0.83 - 0.50
0.49-0.00

A
AB+
B
BC+
C
CD+
D
DF

4.00
3.67
3.33
3.00
2.67
2.33
2.00
1.67
1.33
1.00
0.67
0.00.

In appropriate circumstances, a professor
may increase a final grade from what the
grade would be if it were based solely on the
weighted grades on the individual assignments. This may be done in two situations.
The first situation is when the student is within .05 (in colurnii I) of the next higli.est letter
grade and the professor feels the student's
overall performance clearly merits the higher
grade. This bump is granted when the student
has shown a steady rise in performance
throughout the year and has demonstrated
proficiency in all skills at the level represented by the post-bump grade. for example, a
professor may raise a final grade from 2.45
(C+) to 2.50 (B-).
The second situation is when the student is
within .20 (in column I) of an A- or an A (i.e.,
the student has at least 3.30 or 3.64). A professor may raise a grade by up to .20 to raise
the grade to A or A- if the student has demon.slmled 1'1'.0.fici:ency .in all skills 'lit the level repIesented by the post-biimp grade. This policy
reflects the difficulty of obtaining an A or Ain a course where few students "ace" every
graded assignment.
Please note that we, as course coordinators,
review Legal Writing grades. Thus, your
grade is not official until it is posted by your
test number, as other grades are.
Your Legal Writing course grade will be
submitted in letter grade form'. All of your
first-year course grades will then be converted
to the numbers in column Ill for purposes of
calculating overall grade-point averages and
class rank.
Please consult the Student Handbook for an
explanation of what these letter grades signify.
Please note: A student who receives an "F"
in Legal Writing must retake the course successfully before graduation.
Uniformity vs. Diversity With twenty-six or
so professors teaching Legal Writing, there is
bound to be some diversity in teaching techniques, assignments, and grading approaches.
To a certain degree, the diversity in the course
is meant to be there; it adds richness. But rest
. assured that there is uniformity in the areas
where it is most important
As course coordinators, we set the core curriculum. select the course texts, and pass approval on the assignments you will be asked
to write. As you can see from the course
chart, we have scheduled the assignments so
that all sections have the same time in which
to do them. We have developed the first series

of assignments (through the closed memo) for
the entire :frrst-year class. We review all of
the subsequent assignments to assme that
they are generally comparable in scope and
difficulty.
We also supervise the grading and marking
of papers in several ways. We hold a grading
seminar early in the fall to discuss how to
mark papers and to build a consensus as to
what grades should be assigned papers with
various characteristics. Professors submit
their grades to us after each round of grading,
and we review them. Each professor also submits marked papers to us several times a year,
and we review the comments and the grades
assigned. We periodically issue a computer
printout to the professors showing the high,
low, and average grades given by each professor on each assignment to date, so that professors can monitor their own grades.
To further miilimize grading disparity, we
have established a range for the end-of-theyear grade average of the thirteen students in
each small section. The range, 2.56 to 2.85,
gives each professor considerable leeway in
determining the average grade for Ins or her
class. This range is designed to accommodate
the variations in performance among the 13student classes (too small to be a statistically
random sample). If the class, on the average,
has been performing poorly, the end-of-year
average grade for the class should fall in the
bottom third of the range (2.56 to 2.65). If the
class' performance has been typical, the endof-year average should be in the middle third
(2.66 to 2.75). And if the class' performance
has been especially noteworthy, the end--ofyear average should move to the top third
(2.76 to 2.85). The mid-point of this range
(2.70) is slightly higher than the average of
the other first-year courses (2.61), to reflect
the improvements over the course of multiple
assignments.
While we do what we can to assure that
there }J the needed uniformity, it is of course
the professors who teally teach this course.
Their breadth of expertise greatly enriches
this course beyond the bounds of uniform instruction, and that enrichment is a major
strength of the course that we hope to enhance, not stifle. If your professor is not a
member of the ntll-time faculty, he or she has
taken·on a major responsibility in addition to
law practice. We have high expectations of
all Legal Writing professors (as they will
have of you). We encourage you to work with
your professor to make your Legal Writing
experience a rewarding one.
Ethical Considerations You are entering a
profession governed by official rules of ethics. You also are joining a practice community in which one's reputation is perhaps one's
most valuable professional asset Moreover,
if you remain in the Twin Cities or elsewhere
in Mirmesota, your classmates will constitute
a sizable portion of the attorneys myour area
of practice. So the reputation you develop in
law school will affect your professional livelihood.
Law students are also subject to rules of
conduct The College's Student Conduct
Code prohibits the following conduct:
- "To use any sources which are forbidden
by the instructor to complete an exam,
written assignment, or other requirement
for graduation.
-To submit as one's own work the work of
another.
-To engage in any conduct which tends to
give an unfair advantage to any student in
any acaq.emic matter.
A student with knowledge of any violations of this paragraph should report the violation promptly."

April Issue Headline Explained
by Tony Schertler
The last edition of the Opinion contained a
headline without accompanying text, asking
students to write in Andrew Silverstein for
SBA at large representative. The initial resronse ro this act.ien was uniformly n~ative
because it appem;ed that we were using om:
editorial positions to unfairly advantage one
student. That was not our pUipose. In fact,
Andrew Silverstein was not running for the
SBA nor was he even aware that we were proposing to put him on the ballot. One of the
reasons we didn't tell him we were using his
name was to prevent him from being accused
of using an unfair advantage to win the election.
Although Andrew Silverstein would be an
excellent candidate for the SBA, our purpose
was not to get him elected. Our purpose was
to point out the absurdity of the election process for SBA members. We suggested that
students vote for a ~andidate without giving
any reason as to why!
Currently, any student who wants to run for
SBA need only gather ten signatures for his or

her name to appear on a ballot We have no
indication as to why these candidates want to
be on the SBA and why we should vote for
them. When we put our headline in we were
trying to highlight this absurdity. We were
clearly guilty of being too subtle. In retrospect,_ perhaps we should have requested that
students write in Donald Duck. He probably
would have received some votes. (That is not
meant as a comparison of Andrew to Donald
Duck. As I stated earlier, although Andrew
would be an excellent SBA representative, he
is not the issue.) The irony is that students
were so indignant towards the Opinion's suggestion to vote for a candidate without a reason, but they expressed no reservations about
voting for someone simply .because their
name was on the ballot. The fact is Andrew
lost the election by only three votes. Unfortunately our point was obscured because Andrew is an excellent candidate and we should
have ,realized that people would assume 'he
was running and therefore take our headline
seriously. I would like to believe that those
people who voted for Andrew did so because

they knew him. We will never know how
many people voted for him just because the
Opinion says to. For this reason I wish we had
made up a name out of thin air. We owe two
apologies, first to Andrew for dragging him
into this, (Fortunately for us he has an excellent sense of humor) and secondly, to the student body for being too subtle with our intent
We are new at this newspaper game, please
be patient ~ith us.
Epilogue
It turns out that the silliness of our election
process speaks for itself. Apparently, we
elected a certain number of candidates unconstitutionally, and have been doing it this way
for three years. Therefore, on April 25 and 26
a new election will take place for 3rd and 4th
year students. Also the ballot will include a
proposal to amend the constitution to allow
two minority students to be seated as SBA
members. In my opinion I think this would be
an excellent idea because the SBA should be
an inclusive body in which all students are
welcome to participate. If I had my druthers, I

would go further and abolish the distinction
between SBA member and WMCL student.
Why on earth do we need representatives for
1000 students? My proposal for the SBA
would be to have a town meeting of sorts every other wee~ or so. All students attending
could comment and vote on proposals directly. In the Student Ethics Committee, we allow all students who attend to vote on any
matters we discuss whether they have contributed in the past or not. We consider them to
be just as relevant to our goals as those of us
who have been working on the committee
longer. If the SBA ran this way, those students with special concerns could organize
beforehand and present their proposals to the
attending student body. This system would
require perhaps three officers to make schedules, be treasurer and officiate the meeting.
They would be entitled to one vote just like
everyone else. Elected by the whole student
body, they would serve one term. This would
be an inclusive student organization in which
we all could participate. ~ we could write in
Donald Duck for SBA.

Pannier: Administration's Policies Worsen Factionalism
policies and choices through the years. On the
other hand, some have occasionally (but by
no means always) taken independent stands.
(I am not criticizing or praising members of
either group for their political alignments. I
merely state a fact of political life at Mitchell.) Members of these two groups differ with
respect to several issues, including at least the
following: methods of law school governance; the value of open debate within the law
school community; the value of behind-thescenes accommodations; the value of access
to information, such a:s comparativ.e salary
levels, which, if made available, would reduce the risk of unfairness, or at least its appearance; the proper relationship between faculty and students; the ultimate purpose of
legal education, and ·many other matters. I do
not mean to overstate the degree of the problem. Many of the members of each faction are
friendly with members of the other and cooperate in many ways. As one who occasionally
criticizes administration choices, I should say
that I have friends belonging to the other
group who have treated me well and whom, I
believe, I have treated well. But, on the
whole, I think that this spirit of factionalism
has retarded Mitchell's progress toward accomplishing what I take to be the essential
characteristic of a good law school- the pursuit of the common good through the cooperative search for the intellectual and moral truth
about justice.
It is unfair to blame Dean Hogg for creating factionalism in the Mitchell community. It
existed before he came. But the administration's policies and choices have failed to resolve the problem, and have, in some re-

spects, made it worse. In this regard, I call
your attention to the following items: (1) The
Dean chose to override the tenure committee's vote after privately consulting with
members of the pro-administtation group. (2)
The allocation of political power with respect
to the most powerful and important committees, such as the appointments committee, is
difficult to explain without recourse to the
facts of political alignment in the Mitchell
community. (3) The perception persists on
the part of some that even the level of salary
compensation for some teachers has not been
entirely free from the facts of political alignments. The administration could have helped
counter this perception by public disclosure
of salary information; it chose not to do so.
It seems to me that William Mitchell needs
a dean who is, and is perceived to be, politically independent of any faction of the faculty, including any to which I happen to belong.
4. Freedom of Expression
Administration actions have contributed to
what I believe is a widespread perception that
it is risky to publicly criticize administration
decisions or to vote contrary to the administration's positions on matters it deems important There is a generally shared perception
that if one wants to be "safe" one should cultivate certain personal relationships and avoid
others. Once could test this claim by privately
interviewing faculty members who have been
nontenured at some time during the last five
years. I am not criticizing the conduct of any
nontenured faculty members. If I were now
nontenured I would probably not be writing
this memorandum. In addition, one might privately interview tenured faculty members and

ask them about their concerns over salary increases, teaching loads, schedules and other
matters.

5. Judgment
The administration has failed to exercise
good judgment in several respects, causing
the school to incur needless expense and damaging publicity.
Again, I mention only a few things. (1) The
administration failed to take strong affirmative steps to resolve the dispute with Andrew
Haines before the conflict led to the recent litigation. I have known Andrew Haines as a
friend for ten years and find it impossible to
believe that matters could not have been satis~
factorily resolved through sustained goodfaith efforts. The result of the failure to
achieve an accommodation with Andrew
Haines was, as you know, great legal expenses and harmful publicity. (2) The administration's termination of Andrew Haines the day
after he won a federal court motion put the
school in a legally indefensible position, making ultimate defeat in the suit virtually certain.
It also caused publicity we may never live
down. (3) The administration's decision to
override the tenure committee's vote to retain
Mary Dean resulted in additional bad publicity for the school and in avoidable legal expenses. (4) The administration's response to
the Student Bar Association's efforts to make
information concerning law school governance available to Mitchell students resulted in
avoidable conflict with many students.
6. Conception of the Law School
It seems to me that the Dean understands a
law school primarily as a business. Several

Oliphant: Hogg Administration Has Good Record
asking a single person on the committee to reThe report is not the result of impartial and
balanced fact-fmding. There as no discoverspond to such allegations. Would careful interviews with the committee have interfered
ing, no right to cross-examination. no imparwith what appears to be a predetermined
tial fact-finding.
view?
Furthermore, the tenure committee met
over a two day period regarding Mary Dean's
In your uncritical acceptance of the MMLA
charge of bias, you also overlook other imporcontract. Many issues were discussed and on
Friday a vote was taken. I'm sure you know
tant procedural aspects associated with the
Haines matter. For example, Dean Hogg had
that such a vote by the tenure committee is
not binding on either the Dean or the Board
nothing to do with selection of the faculty or
trustees who sat on the committee. Professors
of Trustees. If anything there should have
Prince and Jones selected the faculty membeen a minority report regarding the issues
bers while the Board members consisted of
discussed during the tenure proceeding. After
the tenure meeting, Dean Hogg tallredwitha
the Personnel and Compensation committee.
large number of faculty to gather more inforFurthermore, the members of the committee
mation regarding retention. And even after
have strong repqtations for fairness and integthe Dean made his decision, Mary Dean was
rity. When you accept the fmding of the
MMLA report that the committee acted un- • given full opportunity to make her case to the
Board of Trustees, which she did with the
fairly and with bias, you are not really accushelp of counsel. Again, it is very hard for me
ing Dean Hogg, you are accusing your colto determine where it is that the procedures
leagues. Do you truly believe the decision of
went awry.
this group was based upon bias?
Parenthetically, I believe the provisions of
2. Substantive Unfairness
the Code used in· the Haines matter were
Your discussion of substantive unfairness
unanimously approved by the college faculty
in the Haines matters seems to me itself llllwhen it was adopted - they were not somefair. As you know, it the settlement agreehow created by the Hogg administration. The
]\ient with Haines, the college agreed to inMMLA report fails to point out what aspects
struct all members of the faculty to refrain
of the WMCL tenure code, which I believed
any criticism of Haines. It is impossible to
was followed to the letter, were viola~ in
discuss the propriety of Haines salary without
the Andrew Haines matter.
commenting on Haines' performance. It is
I fmd nothing in the MMLA report to indipossible to point out, however, at least a few
cate that it was either an objective investigafacts that you omitted.
tion or a thorough or.e. Rather, it seems to me
I agree with you that it is difficult to exthat the MMLA report fit all to nicely into the
plain
why Professor Haines was poorly paid
political efforts of a small number of faculty
without referring to principles of racial injusto retaliate in a public, political forum against
tice. However, there may be explanations.
the college and in particular Dean Hogg.
For
example, many explanations may (or may
Also troubling to me in the Haines matter is
not) be found in the yearly written faculty
the absence of a traditional record showing
evaluations covering the administrations of
procedural unfairness. If Andrew Haines was
five deans including Heidenriech, Burton, Penot prepared for the detenure hearing, I beters, Goldberg and Hogg. Neither of us
lieve he should have appeared before the
knows
what is contained in those evaluations.
committee and demonstrated on the record
If Professor Haines' pay level is as you dewhy he was being prejudiced. Similarly, if he
scribed it, he did not arrive at that level solely
believed that members of the committee were
because
of Dean Hogg. In fact, from what I
biased, he should also have made his case Q!!
can gather from several pleadings and docuthe record.
ments filed in federal district court, Dean
I draw an analogy to the clearly established
Hogg provided Andrew Haines with average
law regarding continuance in our civil court
to above average pay increases on at least
system. If a litigant believes that a continutwo, if not more, occasions. If there is fault, it
ance should be granted, and one is denied, the
must be with most if not all of the previous
litigant must appear, _do his or her best, and
administrations - not merely Dean Hogg's.
later argue to an appellate tribunal the unfairFurthermore, outside investigations have
ness of the denial. In such cases, the proceedpreviously rejected the claims of substantive
ing itself provides the appellate tribunal with
unfairness. For example, in 1981 Andrew
an opportunity to fairly judge whether the litiHaines filed a complaint against the college
gant was prejudiced. I know of no court that
alleging discrimination .in pay and the EEOC
will allQw a litigant to assert a claim of prejudismissed the complaint Are you ready to
dice in asking for a continuance and when degive the same weight to the EEOC dismissal
nied, allow a litigant to later even raise the isas you so readily give to the MMLA report?
sue.
Or the Human Rights report regarding Mary
With regard to Mary Dean, you rest comDean?
pletely orl the Human Rights Department
And again, in 1986, Professor Haines filed
findings. As I noted earlier, you concede you
a
complaint
with the Human Rights Departhave not seen or considered the information
ment claiming discrimination because of his
the college submitted in its defense.
pay. After a lengthy investigation, the Human
The decision by the Human Rights DepartRights Department made a finding of no
ment does not establish anything more than
probable cause to support the complaint That
civil probable cause - a minimal standard to
decision was appealed to the acting Commismeet at best Clearly, the report does not
sioner who sustained the investigator's decimake a fmding of liability on the part of the
sion and noted the overwhelming weight of
college.

consequences flow from this basic conception. The relationship between administtation
and faculty is perceived one between employer and employee. There is no genuine understanding of the importance of faculty selfgovernance. Faculty criticism of administration policies is seen as "insubordination,"
meriting censure, reprimand, or worse. Students are perceived as consumers who must
be kept happy at all costs, even if keeping
them happy (as that is understood by the administration) mean treating faculty members
unfairly. The intellectual and moral pursuit of
justice is permissible so long as it does not focus upon the internal practices of the law
school; that might be bad for_ business.
Of course, a law school cannot be successfully operated without careful attention to the
fmancial details of revenues and expenses.
But there is more to a law school than money,
or at least there should be. It seems to me that
a law school should, above all, provide a forum for the cooperative pursuit, on the part of
students, faculty and administration, of the
truth about social justice. The sustained pursuit of the common good should be our basic
goal. We should subordinate economic concerns to the concern for truth and justice.

7. Conclusion
For these reasons I believe that the school
should not renew Dean Hogg's contract. Of
course, I know that I could be wrong in believing that the reasons I have articulated provide a sufficient basis for my recommendation. But I do not think that I am wrong. I
urge you to consider this matter carefully before making your decision.

(Continued from Page 1)

evidence supporting the College's position.
Are you willing to give this decision from the
Human Rights Department the same weight
you now give it in the Mary Dean matter?
It seems to me that when you look at the
known facts, (and neither of us knows them
all at this point) if there is blame to be laid for
Andrew Haines' low salary, it can be cast on
several previous administrations, the EEOC,
the Minnesota Human Rights Department and
possibly some on Dean Hogg. But is there
blame to be cast?
Second, you claim that guards were posted
outside Haines' office and. state that such a
posting was difficult to explain "other than by
motivation by racial stereotypes." But, · are
you so certain of your facts? I assumed the
guards were posted on the third floor because
of serious threats made against a member of
the administration - threats .totally and completely unrelated to Andrew Haines. Unfortunately, the administrator's office was located
near that of Professor Haines and the incident
occurred during the time the college and
Haines were involved in litigation. Haven't
you jumped to an unwarranted conclusion
without knowledge of the actual facts?
Third, your statement that Mary Dean's alleged criticism of the administration's handling of Haines was somehow converted into
dismissal leaves me puzzled. I am certain it
has left the six tenured female members of
our faculty puzzled because they have consistenfty made it clear in writing that neither saw
believi:. that Mary Dean was terminated
because of anything she may have said or
done regarding Andrew Haines. It seems to
me that your letter devalues the views of the
tenured women faculty because they agree
with Dean Hogg and not the Human Rights
Department or you.
Moreover', you were present the entire two
days during which Mary Dean's performance
was discussed by the faculty tenure committee. I can recall nothing that occurred during
those discussions or afterwards that remotely
suggested that Dean Hogg had some kind of
retaliatory motive behind his decision to not
recommend Mary Dean for retention. In fact,
I suggest that in your next letter you detail
each and every area of concern that was
raised by the tenure committee during its deliberation and leave the ultimate conclusion to
the reader.

nor

3. Factionalism and freedom of exmession
I agree with your observation that there is
factionalism at the college. And I agree that
there are pretty much two camps. One camp
is almost totally responsible for seeing to it
that an adequate library was built, that the college was taken off ABA accreditation probation, that it became a member of AALS, that
adequate support services for students were
established, alumni giving was enormously
increased, etc., etc., etc;
The other group seems wedded to the pat,
opposes serious scholarship, and seeks every
possible opportunity to retrench. I know of no
one who can do anything more than has Dean
Hogg to deal with the problem. It wouldn't
matter who was the dean - the deep philosophical split will continue.

It bears emphasis that the factionalism
within the college pits one larger group of faculty against another much smaller group. On
most.issues the:faculcy votes overwhelmingly
in support of polieies that will enh.aru:e the
college's ability to serve its students in the legal community. The factionalism is intense,
but that intensity comes from the "angry tactics" used by some of the dissenters. There is
fear within the faculty, but much of that fear
. has nothing to do with the power of Dean
Hogg. Many who oppose Dean Hogg are
quite angry and they often turn their emotions
against anyone who spem up in favor of the
Dean. For example, orie untenuredrnember of
the faculty decided not to tell the trustees of
his or her support for Dean Hogg because that
person feared the information would somehow leak and provoke retaliation from the
"angry dissenters." Experience shows that to
oppose the angry dissenters is to risk vilification, retaliation and eventually a lawsuit
Nevertheless, and despite the enormous
negativity of some faculty, the college has
moved steadily ahead during the Hogg administration.

4. Judgment
If I were to take parts of this section literally, I would assume that the college could never terminate the employment of anyone under
any conditions unless it was clear that it
would not suffer "bad publicity." Is that really the standard you urge a defendant in a free
society who is sued to adopt?
And who is it that is using the "bad publicity" threat to obtain settlement? Have members of the faculty who want Hogg out
learned from the Peters incident how to manipulate the media? Create publicity that puts
pressure on the college? And have some of
these faculty been playing lawyer for Haines
and others in order to generate bad publicity
and drive the costs of any settlement up?
Insofar as facts to support various conclusions in this section of your letter, I again
think they need to be looked at with greater
care. For example, the suggestion you make
that Haines was terminated a day after he
"won a federal court motion ... " My recollection of the hearing, and I tried to attend all of
them, is that the federal district court dismissed charge after charge brought by Haines
against the college and some of its faculty. I
don't recall Haines doing anything other than
trying to preserve claims - and he ended up
with a fraction of those he began with at the
conclusion of the hearing you claim he won.
If winning is clinging to a few claims after
starting with a bundle of them, then he did
win. but, isn't that distorting the facts? And,
wasn't the termination decision made two
weeks before this hearing?

5. Conception of the law school
There aren't enough hard facts supporting
your conclusions in this section so I don't
have much to talk about. However, the entire
section seems quite inconsistent with your
personal experience with Dean Hogg. as you
related it in the opening sections of your letter.

(Continued on Page 7)

Th~nks Opinion Contributors

The Opinion is Alive
and Well
I am taking this opportunity to thank some very important people. Without them,
The Opinion may never have reemerged.
First, sincerest thanks go to Eric Douglas Larson, Karl Green and Tony Schertler. When I conducted a school wide organizational meeting for The Opinion,
these three were the only ones who showed-up. From that point on they have contributed countless hours in breathing life into this once.dead newspaper.
Second, Dan Jambor and M. O'Sullivan Kane are deserving of thanks. Dan
called me one day and wanted to be the business manager. Since The Opinion did
not have one, the job was his. Dan contributions have included handling our budget and procuring advertisements. Meg Kane, who joined us just recently, has also
made a significant impact. Her personality and enthusiasm has been a driving force
behind making The Opinion better.
Third, I must thank two regular contributors. Both Tamara Tegeler and Dave
Driscoll have been pillars with their respective music and sports columns. When
The Opinion was just starting out, I was unsure about getting enough contributors.
But I always knew Tamara and Dave would come through to round out the paper.
Sincerest thanks to both of you. Your columns are excellent
Finally, I want to thank all other contributors. Those people include: Sue Nipe,
Sandy Glass-Sirany, Katie Fashant, John Murray, Judie Rush, Dave Anderson, Assistant Dean Richard Cabrera, Liz Carlson, Louis Bruce, Kathryn Saylor-Peterson,
Carolyn Cochrane, Professor Neil Hamilton, Foriest Stanford, Professor Neils
Schaumann, Rose Grengs, Professor Marcia Gelpe, Andrew Silverstein, and Walt
Lehmann, The Opinion would not have made it thus far without all of you.
Thanks!
R. M. Christensen

Letters To The Editor
"Lou Gripe:
Cowardly Bigot"
·In the southern states, he may hide behind a
white hood. In Nazi Gennany, he probably
wore a swastika on an ann-band. At the boat
landings in Northern Wisconsin, his disguise
may be camouflage and blaze orange. At William Mitchell, a cowardly bigot has chosen
to hide his hatred behind the pseudonym of
Lou Gripe.
The fictitious Lou Gripe penned his first
column in the February issue of The Opinion.
The introduction to his first column confllilled what the name inferred, "Lou Gripe''
was a forum for the author to vent his personal gripes. The introduction, however, did not
reveal that the author would use his contrived
name to hide his identity as he assailed homosexuals and women.
The article criticizes an attempt by the SBA
to use gender neutral language on the invitation to the spring ball. "Lou Gripe" feels that
such attempts to remove sexism will hopelessly butcher the English language. Beside being
sexist and shallow minded, this argument is
wrong. The language need not and does not
suffer by removing its masculine bias. Equality between the sexes is a far more urgent and
important goal than preservation of an antiquated bias.
After this attempt to disparage womens'
struggle for fairness in the use of the English
language, the author turned his sights to homosexuals. "Lou Gripe'' claimed that the
SBA's attempt to prevent the anned services
from recruiting at William Mitchell was a
"lame brain idea." Mr. Gripe stated that the
SBA would probably use some "sissy argument" that one of William Mitchell's policies
was violated. The fact is, Mr. Gripe, that the
policy of William Mitchell forbids discrimi. nation on the basis of sexual orientation. If we
are to circumvent that policy for the anned
services, then we should also allow the Ku
Klux Klan, ~e American Nazi party, Arian
Nation, Posse Comitatus, P.A.R. and any other prejudicial group to mitigate their discriminator policies with the bounty of jobs.
Women and homosexuals may be easier
and safer targets than other oppressed groups.
However, it has been said that none of us will
be free unless we all are free. When a self
righteous bigot is given an open forum to attack women and homosexuals behind a shield
of a fictitious name, all of William Mitchell
suffers.
Christopher Liegel

Opinion Criticized
As an alumnus of William Mitchell and
former editor of The Opinion, I felt I had to
write following the publication of the April,
1990 issue. I have some serious problems
with the way The Opinion is currently being
handled. I also have sorn.e·words of praise for
some of the writers. But, first, the problems.
When Bob Christensen's first issue came
out I noted that he campaigned for the permanent position of Editor in the paper he controlled. This was unfair, inappropriate and,
probably, unethical. None of the other candidates for the position had a similar forum.
Now, in the April issue, Bob uses a large
headline to push for write-in votes for Andrew Silverstein. First, this type of thing belongs in an editorial, not immediately below
the masthead, a place usually reserved for important news of note. Second, who is Andrew
Silverstein? What does he stand for? Nothing
further is said about him to permit people to
make up their own minds. Third, Bob's editorial on Page 6 calls for an elimination of the
SBA. I must agree with Sue Nipe, in her letter to faculty, staff and students, that what
Bob did makes no sense, at best, and deserves
censure, at worsL
About the editorial. This is not the first
time such an article has appeared in The
Opinion. A year or two ago, one very similar,
raising some of the same points and suggesting the same tactics was written by Norm
Jones. Speaking of repeats, Eric Larson's article on Page 5 (The Imposition of the 2.7
GPA ... ), was first published last year. It was
a good article then and is one now, but, the
usual thing to do in these cases is to notify the
readers that the article is a repeat
There are several little "squibs" dropped
into the paper from out of nowhere; with no
explanation as to why there are there or what
they mean. For example: the Bylaws and
Statement of the WMCL Committee on Page
5 (the latter, in particular, deserves some expansion); the WMCL Dean's Responsibilities
on Page 7.
One more "problem" and then I'll get to
the good stuff. Purely as a matter of personal
taste, I do not believe that a law school student newspaper needs record reviews, book
reviews or sports. There are plenty of sources
for this kind of stuff and, maybe I'm being a
snob but I don't believe it belongs here. If the
students want it, fme, but I've stated my feelings.
I would like to thank Tony Schertler for a
thoughful article on Pro Bono. I am in favor
of a mandatory program. Eric's column on
page 4 was good but obviously written at
2:00 am. No criticism intended. I agree with
most of what he said and the lack of proofmg
added to its immediacy. Unfortunately, as the
recent decision by the Board indicates, it was

too late.
I would like to add my signature as alumnus to the letter "MMLA Lauded" on Page 6
and I wholeheartedly agree with Sandy's letter praising Sue Nipe. As far as Daniel Thibault's letter and the article on "Malaise at
William Mitchell" on Page 7 are concerned,
this is a free country and everyone is entitled
to their opinion. However, Mr. Thibault
should read some of the seminal Supreme
Court decisions on discrimination so that he
can better understand what illegal discrimination is and is not Ms. Sprague and Ms.
O'Sullivan Kane should think about what
they said. The students were not informed?
The faculty skewed prisms? Lack of information to judge? Are these not problems? Are
these not what some of the faculty and the
school's "Alexander Haig" are trying to show
are serious problems? (By the way, Haig was
not president... he just thought he was.)
The rest of the paper was pretty good. Despite my complaints in the first part of this letter, it is far better to see a flawed (in my opinion) Opini.on, than to see no Opinion at all.
Sincerely,
Jon Weitzman

And Again ...
After three years of living with the festering sores that infect this school, I believe that
I have earned the right to voice my opinion in
what is allegedly the Student Body's newspaper. So, here goes.
1. 'The Opinion":

'The Opinion, n so says the masthead, is
"published by the Student Bar Association of
William Mitchell College of Law." As a
member of that Association, I vehemently object to the policies of that paper. First, a law
school paper which reputedly speaks for its
student body should either not publish or
should insist upon disclosure by those who
submit misogynistic and homophobic dribble
to be published. Second, a law school paper
should reflect ethical standards. I believe it is
wholly unethical to allocate space to advertise
any SBA candidate, unless that person pays a
set fee, and all SBA candidates are invited to
buy space. The paper is not the personal ragsheet of its editors in a manner which reflects
favoritism of any kind. Third, 'The Opinion"
has adopted for itself the role of sophomoric
court jester - pun intentional. Articles dedicated to slandering, (Associate Editor's Note:
Surely, Ms. Willinger meanJ "libeling.") maligning and mocking the appearance had behavior of journalism in light of the bigotry,
sexism and lawyerly conduct of the most low.
What I see in 'The Opinion" is a carbon copy
of those among our faculty who shroud themselves in ignorance - and for this I am
ashamed of both The Opinion and the faculty/
administration.

2. FacultyWomen
My first and second years, three male professors took class time to discuss the complaints by female faculty of disparate treatment occasioned by their sex. Now, certain of
these faculty women make clear that they
have never been discriminated against because of their sex. My conclusion from this is
two-fold. First, these women are afraid to
voice the truth for fear of inviting problems.
Second, these women are so afraid to speak
out that they can do so only through their
male co-faculty. Third, the men were making
up the whole story because they lacked anything constructive to say.
Years ago, in Chicago, the Nazis marched.
Jews, Black, non-minorities, people of conscience were there from all over the country
to protest I can still remembt7 a fair-haired
woman, Linda, who was not an object of Nazi
hate because she fell within the Nazi's protected class. As Linda and I stood in Federal
Plaza in protest to the Nazis, I asked her why
she had joined the fight. Her comment is one I
here direct to those women faculty I do not
know but with whom I share a reality of lower income and inopportuni.ty by virtue of our
sex. "Today, they (Nazis) hate Jews, Blacks,
and homosexuals. If I don't tell them they are
wrong, what's to stop them from coming after
me later on."
I do not mean to imply that anyone should
join a fight when objectives are not shared,
but to know the truth and to deny it or to refuse to see it are unconsionable. One day •
when overt discrimination comes and knocks
on your door, I hope for your sakes, that others will rally for your rights.

once told me. Although my great grandmother has long since passed, the story she spun
survives. Picture this, it is April, the robins
have returned from down south and so have
the TwlllS. My heart is alive with anticipation
of the renaissance of spring. I look forward to
the summer. I can't wait to sit by the side of
the pool and catch up on reading back issues
of The William Mitchell Law Review ... ! have
but one question: WHERE ARE THEY?
Andrew Silverstein

~ype and Gripe
All this hype and gripe about Sue Nipe is
getting on my nerves and obscuring the real
issues. Instead of railing against selfrighteous priggishness some complain about
Sue Nipe. Granted, she doesn't exemplify the
knee-jerk reactions and close-minded obnoxiousness that has typified the SBA and completely alienated most of the student body,
but that's no reason to give her any attention.
Worse, it has become the fashion to praise
Sue Nipe instead of lambasting the administration, if that is where one's inclination lies.
Instead of bemoaning the lunacy of negotiating a new contract with Dean Hogg there are
those who applaud Sue Nipe.
Let's deal with the real issues: the school
and the student government are both being
run by self-centered incompetents, our tuition
money is being wasted, the morale at the
school is dismal, and mediocrity prevails.
Let's give Sue Nipe the indifference she
deserves and start confronting the problems
that face William Mitchell.

Sincerely,
Heather Brown Thayer
P.S. Word in Hatchey is that the reason the
SBA suddenly decided to start following the
rules is that Sandy didn't like one of the persons elected. Any truth to the rumor?

Duty of Loyalty
Rumors continue ro circulate regarding the
involvement of various full-time faculty
members in providing support, encouragement and legal advice to individuals suing the
college. If there are full-time faculty engaged
in such activity and if they are using the college itself and their teaching position within it
as a forum to generate favorable treatment for
the litigants, I believe the college community
should both be made aware of who these faculty are and consider the implications of
their conduct on the community.
Among my ~oncems is the impact of such
full-time faculty behavior on scarce college
resources - most of which come from student tuition dollars. Faculty ehgaged in planning litigation strategy, conducting research,
and participating in a lawyer-like fashion in
litigation for friends and acquaintances suing
the college drive up the cost to the college of
defending itself and automatically increase
the amount of money that will be demanded
in any settlemenL Does the tenure code and
academic freedom umbrella give full-time faculty at WMCL the right to vigorously engage in activities adverse to their employer?
Moreover, should full-time faculty be allowed to do this without making full disclosure to the college community of their activi-

(Continued on Page 7)
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Oliphant: Hogg Administration Has Good Record
6. For me, the t.est of whether Dean Hogg
should remain turns on where the college was
five years ago and where it is today. To that
end I have attempted to put together as much
objective evidence as I could about the Hogg
administration. The following is what has occurred during the past five years:

4. Faculty resources. The college provides a
great deal of support for faculty engaged in a
variety of activities. All faculty who want legal assistants are supplied funds to hire them.
Faculty are provided funds to attend 'special
ABA meetings and other events important to
their growth and development

1. Fund raising. During the past five years
Dean Hogg has been engaged in obtaining
about 7 million dollars in contributions to the
college so that a new library could be built.
The need for the library was great, the challenge enormous.
The ability of Dean Hogg to raise the money is made very clear when one compares
fund raising figures of Dean Hogg with the
figures of the 1976-78 effort that purchased
the campus.

5. Faculty pay equalization. During the past
three years, Dean Hogg tackled the tough job

Hogg Administration
Alumni Pledges -$2,700,000
Law Firm Pledges - $1,400,000
Board of Trustees -$1,200,()()()

1976-197SAlumni Pledges - $352,000
Law Firm Pledges - $169,000
Board of Trustees -

Unkn.own

The figures reflect a clear affirmation of
the college by the community.

2. Student faculty ratio. As you are aware,
ten years ago this institution was on a probationary status with the American Bar Association because of its very high student-faculty
ratio, about 44-1. Moreover, it had been rejected as a member of the American Association of Law Schools. Today, the student faculty ratio is between 27 or 28-1, which is well
within the American Bar Association standards and meets the standards of AALS. Dean
Hogg has been instrumental in seeing to it
that WMCL's standards not only meet but exceed the minimum requirements of these two
organizations.
3. Faculty diversity. During Dean Hogg's administration the faculty has continued to diversify Beginning with fall, 1990, 1/3 of the
faculty will be female, which is either at the
top of among the top 10% of American law
schools. Moreover, beginning with fall, 1990,
there will be three full-time faculty of color,
two of whom are women. Once again, this
must be near the top of the national scale.
During the past two years, 60% of the new
full-time faculty hired were female.
Furtherinore, there is great-diversity among
the dozens of adjunct faculty involved in the
trial skills, legal writing, and other academic
programs. Contrary to what some ·argue, faculty diversity has thrived during the past five
years.

Duty of Loyalty
(Cont. from Page

6)----·

ties?
Furthermore, is there a conflict of interest if
some fulJ-time faculty are carrying out lawyering activities against their employee?
Some may argue that there is no attorneyclient relationship if there is no fee being
paid, consequently no conflict exists. However, I suggest that this is too narrow a view of
the relationship. Isn't an auorney-client relationship created when (1) a person seeks advice or assistance from an attorney, (2) the ad·vice or assistance pertains to matters .within
the attorney's professional competence, and
(3) the attorney expressly or impliedly agrees
to give or actually gives advice or assistance?
Others may argue that faculty have no duty
ofloyalty to their employer, that somehow the
college setting is different from the normal
employment relationship. But I am troubled
by that stance, particularly in view of what
seems reasonably well settled Minnesota law.
that every employment contract encompasses
implied duties of honesty and loyalty. ~
Stiff v. Associated Serving Supply Co., 436
N.W2d 777, 780 (Minn. 1989). This duty of
honest and loyalty seems particularly true of
employees who are full-time managers and it. ,
seems to me that to some extent that characterizes full-time faculty.~ N.L.R.B. v. Yeshiva Univ., 444 U.S. 672,686 (1980).
It seems to me that members of the college
community have a right to know exactly what
role full-time faculty play in legal actions
brought by various persons against it. Full"tJisclosure will help the comm.unity more accurately evaluate issues of bias and credibility
when faculty make statements, particularly in
their classrooms, about the administration,
trustees ~d others. I hope that if there are faculty providing lawyer-like assistance to various litigants that they will have the courage to
let all of us know precisely their role.
Robert E. Oliphant, Professor

of equalizing the faculty pay structure. His
efforts resulted in substantial pay increases
for several faculty and as you might expect,
some grumbling from a few faculty at the top
of the pay scale.
_
6. Fully staffed development office. Under
his guidance, and for the first time in its history,_the college has a fully staffed development office. With the personnel in place, and
the library project almost complete, the future is very bright!

1. Fully staffed library. For the first time in
its history, and thanks to Dean Hogg, the library is "almost" fully staffed with seven
professional librarians.

8. New parking lot. Despite opposition from
many, a new parking lot to help reduce congestion was built on the college grounds just
off Victoria. In addition, a lease was negotiated with the House of Hope Presbyterian
church and the Assembly of God church al~
lowed students to use those churches parking
facilities. As a result, the terribly overcrowded parking conditions that once existed have
been reduced as much as one could reduce
them under the circumstances.
9. Clean-up, paint µp. The Dean has obviously been committed to improving the appearance of the college's facilities. A great
deal of attention has been given to painting,
~ g . lighting, and even remodeling
some of the offices and classrooms. Cassroom facilities have improved along with
many offices during the Hogg administration.

10. Commitment to better student services.
The dean is committed to improved student
services. Shortly after he became dean, he
undertook to consolidate the various services
provided to students into a single location.
The relocation required remodeling of the
former Board room and the creation of a new
one. The renovation has improved the services of these units (registrar, financial aid, etc.).
The car_eer secvices program continues to provide (and I thmK. expand) thee nmnber: of potential employers who interview on campus.
11. Improved financial man11&ement. The
overall financial management structure of the
college has improved with the complaints re-

Should States Monitor the Conduct of Pregnant Women?
The state of Florida has successfully convicted a mother for delivering cocaine to her
newborn child through the umbilical cord.
Curriden, Holding Mom Accountable, 76
A.B.A. Journal, 51 (1990).
According to the article, the crack epidemic has produced 385,000 cocaine-affected babies in 1988 - one in every 10 births. As a
result, cocaine babies weigh less than two
pounds and are born with neurological, endocrinological, eardiac and respira1my defects.
Half of the babies suffer debilitating strokes
in the womb or during infancy.
I applaud the state of Florida for taking
preventive steps that might reduce the number of cocaine babies. However, sending a
mother to prison is not the answer. In fact, a
prison term would only exacerbate the problem by splitting the family unit. While the
mother is serving time, her affected _c hild and
her other children are placed with relatives or
in foster care.
As a general: rule, persons do not provide
drug rehabilitation for inmates. -Absent a drug
treatment program, it is likely that these
women will continue to use drugs once they
are released. Therefore, I believe that the
Florida solution is really no solution. It only
facilitat.es a vicious cycle by not addressing
the real problem - drug abuse.
A better solution is for courts to mandate
drug treatment programs thatmeetthe·special
needs of pregnant women. Thereby, mothers
receive treatment and families remain together. This solution eliminates the high cost associated with prisons and foster care programs.
If Florida continues to convict women who
deliver cocaine babies, women will opt for involuntary, abortions rather than jail Where
will Florida draw the line? Consider pregnant
women who use alcohol, smoke cigarettes or
do anything that might cause harm to the fetus, is she committing a crime?
Mary Ann McField

(ContinuedfromPage5)---------

garding accountii}g practices almost down to
none. An experienced controller and vice
president competently directs the college's financial affairs.

12. Affmnative action mogram; His commitment to under represented groups in the community is clear. WMCL was the first private
college in Mitmesota to have its affirmative
action program approved by the state's department of human rights.
13. Computerization, .etc. A new digital telephone system was installed during Dean
Hogg's administration and has substantially
reduced the number of complaints about poor
telephone service. Most faculty who had not
already purchased their own computer, have
been provided computers by the college. The
college provides hardware and software support for most of the faculty computers.

14 Employee benefits. The college now maintains a generous flexible benefits program,
which provides for reimbursement of such
things as dependent care expenses. Dean
Hogg has advocated an improved flexible
benefits program that provides freedom to
employees to direct their retirement investments.

15. Student applications. Student applications
continue to increase in terms of nwnbers of
students applying and the quality of the applicant This reflects the college's improved image and acceptance in the community.
Year Applications
1989
1271
1988
1062
1987 935
1986 832
1985
881
1984 1193

Accepted
667
632
654
601
681
761

Enrolled
337
329
30')
294
333
341

16. Strong support for the law review. The
dean has provided strong vocal and financial
support to the college law review. Two new
computers, for example, help the law review
staff compile the various editions of the review. Furthermore, the dean is one of the
niost vocal supporters of the review.

17. Diversity within the student hQ9y. The
available statistics indicate a strong commit~ent qn the part of the dean to diversity withm the student body. The figures regarding minority admissions by numbers follow.
Year
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989

Acceptances
76
49
39
54

40
65

Actuals
37
27
18
19
15
29

18. H~es litigation. Too much has already
been said about the Haines litigation. Suffice
to say, after hearing the evidence, the dean's
decision to terminate Professor Haines was
upheld by a ten person detenure committee
~nsisting of five full-time faculty and five
members of the Board of Trustees. Even
more remarkable is the dean's eventual willingness to mediate the dispute, despite about
4 years of continuous litigation.
19. Mary Dean litigation. The decision toterminate Mary Dean was apparently reviewed
in detail by a committee of the Board of Trustees. To my knowledge, the committee, after
hearing the evidence, unanimously upheld the
termination.
20. Leadership ability. It is argued in some
_quarters that what the college needs is a leader who can magically heal the wounds caused
by the Mary Dean and Andrew Haines disputes. Unfortunately, anyone who has been at
the college for any length of time, realizes
that no one is going to be able to do that. In
ten years the college has had four deans and
each one encountered the same incessant faculty bickering arid fighting. The best hope is
to manage the faculty, using the two associate
dean structure now in place.
Dean Hogg may have been hampered
somewhat in his wo:rk because of the absence
of a second associate dean. And, when he attempted to hire Jim Hetland as the second
dean, a significant number of faculty objected
and no formal offer was made. Dean Hogg's
faculty objected and no formal offer was
made. Dean Hogg's appointment of Jolm
Sonsteng makes sense in the context of the
college and I believe will help somewhat in
managing the faculty.
21. Relationship with Board of Trustees.

From what I can determine, Dean Hogg's relationship with the trustees is very good.

22. Imp.act of nonretention. Were Jim Hogg
not retained, the college's fund raising effort
during the next five years would be pretty
much crippled. It is still 90% or more tuition
dependent and must begin doing something
about that now! Selection of an interim dean,
a national dean search. and related interviews
would take at least two years, generate even
greater faculty in-fighting and bickering, and
increase staff anxiety. It would take another
. couple of years for the new dean to get his or
her feet on the ground and· decide where to
go. Jim Hogg brings about as much' stability
to the institution as you can expect, possesses
an enormous amount of experience that one
would be hard pressed to replace, and has
managed remarkably well during his first five
years.
I believe this is a good record.

Bandwagon Bashers bycalvlnAqullar
Wht;n I started college at the University of
Maryland's College Park Campus, I thought
that I had finally arrived at the ultimate forum
for the expression of ideas, the modern
Parthenon. Rallies, meetings and debates
were often held on the campus lawns, steps of
the libraries and student halls.
All too often, however, what I found was a
small minority of individuals who understood
the facts of a situation well enough to engage
in an informed conversation or debate about
the issues. Interestingly enough. they were
usually _surroun~ :by a confused crowd of
bandwagon bashers who would side with
whoever seemed to be winning at the moment
but who sb,Quld shif~ their supp<>rt at a moment's notice if they thought they were being
outnwnbered.
Issues, ~ally volatile issues, have the
effect of a line drawing where one one finds
themself aligned with those of similar views.
Unfortunately, sometimes the middle ground
disappears. Agreeing with even some of the
reasoning of one side is mistakenly viewed as
a rejection of all the views of the opposing
side.
Hot issues seem to produce three types of
individuals in the crowd who choose to enter
the debate and take up sides.
1.

2.
3.

There are the genuinely interested;
There are the mercenarial and exploitative oppornmists; and
Then there are the bandwagon-bashers
who are just along for the ride.

The first group consists of the members of
either side whose own personal belief and
sense of justice or fairness compels them to
enter the debate. They take a stand on principle, fight on principle, attempt to hold their
ground on principle and are willing to either
sink or swim on principle~ These people have
researched the issue either by seeking out the
facts of the situation or from drawing on past
personal experience. The fight soon becomes

their fight and for them, the stakes are high.
- The people in the second group see a debate and assess whether or not their participation would gain them anything. They use the
issues, victims, defendants and current popularity of the issue as a vehicle to further their
own interests, increase their personal exposure and notoriety and in some cases, to fatten their resumes. The political conflagration
for them becomes a detached game of chess
where everyone else becomes an expendable
pawn depending on their usefulness. For
them, it is a game they can leave at will with
little or not personal loss or sacrifice.
The third group .consists of those who've
got nothing to do, all the time to do it in, and
have put forth relatively no intellectual effort
in ascertaining the propriety of the positions

(Continued on Page 10)

RHODES TYPING SERVICE
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lndlvldual Tax Returns • Notary Public
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TYPING WANTED
If you have anything at all that needs to
be typed, I can do it. Resumes, repetitive letters, reports, essays, newsletters, envelopes, etc. I need your help
getting my new business started. Do
you need any typing done? Please
don't hesitate to .call me: Sue (7570869).

My rates are very reasonable.

By Dacia Dorries {CPS)
Promoting themselves as anti-racism and
anti-affirmative action groups, "white student
unions" have formed on several midwest and
southern campuses in recent weeks.
Campus critics, however, maintain the
groups are related to the Ku Klux. Klan
(KKK), the 135-year old group that has been
tied to murders of and violence against Catholics, Jews and, most frequently, black people
who, the KKK charges, threaten to "mongrelize" white Protestant "races."
In March, a White Student Union (WSU)
won official student group recognition at the
University of Florida. Efforts to organi7.e
White Student Unions also were launched at
the universities of Nebraska-Lincoln and
Southwestern Louisiana. In February, a recruiting drive began at Bradley University in
Illinois.
A White Student Union, moreover, has existed since 1988 at Temple University in Philadelphia.
Whether the rise of the scattered groups,
which all use similar language and organizing
tactics, is a coincident is open to question.
During the height of the controversy over
the WSU at Florida, a member of the campus's Committee in Support of the People of
Latin America said he saw WSU organizer
Marie Wright speaking to Klan members.
Wright admitted he did speak to two men
Feb. 1, but said he didn't know they were
members of the KKK.

At Temple, organizer Michael Spletzer told
the Owl, the student paper, that "Blacks can
achieve, but they should be taught to achieve,
not think there's going to be a free ride that
they can just get by on." WSU opponents noted the sentiment is a word-for-word parroting
of KKK rhetoric.
At Southwestern Louisiana (USL); white
Student Union President Doug Hernandez
was a worker in the successful 1988 campaign of David Duke, a Klan leader and
founder of the National Association for the
Advancement of White People who won a
seat in Louisiana's state legislature.
Duke refused to comment.
Hernandez also notes he got advice and
help in trying to pull together USL's WSU
chapter from Temple's Spletzer.
Spletzer, Hernandez said, is not a racist.
"He believes white are being discriminated
against, and it's not fair.'
"I want to make it clear that the White Student Union is open to .all races, creeds, religions and both sexes," Hernandez added.
All the new WSUs cast themselves as opponents of affirmative action programs, which
seek to compel institutions to recruit and employ minorities, and even minority scholarship programs. Such programs are wrong,
they say, not because minorities benefit, but
because they don't make similar awards to
white people.
"We're going to fight minority set-asides
and affirmative action. which are blatant ra-

cist programs," Hernandez said, adding that
the United Negro College Fund is discriminatory against whites.
Few observers think students in general
will believe the rhetoric.
"I can't imagine a group like that being
hospitable towards any minority students
wanting to join," said James Williams of the
National Association for the Advancement of
Colored People, headquartered in Baltimore.
"From what we've seen of these groups, they
are anti-black."
''When you have ties to the KKK, how can
you say you aren't racist?" asked Calvin Butler, a smd.eru: at Bradley, wnere in February
fli~s promoting the American White Supremacist Party were posted on campus. 'These
groups just choose anti-aff1III1.ative action for
a platform, but they are really racist."
Gary Barriere, chairman of USL's AfricanAmerican Culture Committee, is more openminded about the group. "I see no problem
with the organization if it's to promote white
culture. My problem is that I think there may
be ulterior motives for the organization."
He added, "I'm, afraid the organization will
be just an extension of David Duke's philosophy program."
In fact, Hernandez and USL's College Republicans have invited Duke to speak on campus.
School administratozs generally have tried
to make their opposition to the White Student
Unions clear. At Florida, President John Lorn·

Commencement Turns Into Exercise of
Attracting Big Name Speakers
By Dc:cia Dorries {CPS)
It's almost graduation time. For students it
is a time of saying goodbye to old friends and
nervously stepping into the job mark~. or oil
to the next college. For their schools, however, it is a time of racing to sign up the richest,
most famous commencement speaker possible.
'The universities are all for it, it generates
a lot of publicity for them," said John Palmer,
president of the National Speakezs Bureau, a
Chicago-based agent for many prominent
speakers.
"Schools get a big-name speaker for several purposes," he explained. "One is just to
provide an interesting speaker for graduates
and their parents. The other is to generate
publicity."
In deciding whom to ask to speak, one
Utah State University (USU) commencement
committee member said schools keep an eye
on both politics and money.
'The speaker should have the same politics
as the university's administration, yet it
should be a big enough name that it attracts
attention and bring in more donations to the
university," said the committee member, who
asked not to be named.
'That would make sense," said Priscilla
Lewis of the Council for Aid to Education, a
New York group that tracks donations to
sc\ools.
"If you choose someone controversial, it
can have a negative impact. For example, if
you have a speaker that alumni find offensive,
it might effect their contributions," Lewis
said.
Things can go wrong along the way. USU,
for one, originally had magazine publisher
and corporate bon vivant Malcolm Forbes
scheduled to speak at its commencement ceremonies. Forbes passed away in March, In his
stead USU managed to sign up Nobel laureate
Manfred Eigen, a West German chemist,
whose reknown. while considerable in academic circles, doesn't match Forbes' in the
corporate world of donating money to colleges.
Tallcing heads from television are among
this year's most sought-after speakers. Palmer
noted multiple campus offers for Sam Donaldson, Tom Brokaw and Dan Rather, adding that some of his clients like Adm. William
Crowe and former U.N. Ambassador Jeane
Kirkpatrick also are in demand.
Palmer maintained that former Secretary of
State Henry Kissinger, who had to cancel his
last attempt at a campus tour because of student protests in the early 1980s, has been
asked to speak at several schools this spring.
''But everybody," Palmer added, "Wants

(Soviet leader Mikhail) Gorbachev. It's a really big deal."
Rurnozs are flying that Gorbachev will
speak at Brown University's C()llllllencement
May 28. While N~B's Palmer confirmed the
date, Brown officials refused to verify that
Gorbachev would attend. The Associated
Press reported April 6 that the Soviet will not
go to Brown.
"Brown doesn't schedule outside speakers
as such, and the university has no further
comment," said spokesman Don Demaio.
Even though it would bring a lot of publicity to the university, most seniors don't seem
upset that Gorbachev probably won't appear.
'The tradition at Brown is to have senior
speakers," said senior Sondra Berger. ''I like
it that way. It's more representative of our
class, and it's not just somebody preaching at
USa"

The Soviet embassy in Washington, D.C.,
would not comment.
President Bush, on the other hand, will
speak at graduation ceremonies at the universities of South Carolina and Texas at Austin,
as well as at Texas A & I University in Kingsville.
Texas A & L in fact, hit pay dirt in the
commencement competition when it also got
U.S. Secretary of Education Lauro Cavazos to
appear with Bush.
A & I President Manual Ibanez said he
wrote a letter to Cavazos, who grew up in
Kingsville, asking if he or Bush would speak
at the ceremony. Cavozos reportedly convinced Bush, also from Texas, to speak. The
secretary later decided that he would like to
attend as well.
Kingsville has formed two committees one to promote the university and another to
promote the city - to prepare for the president's visit.
"It's very exciting, not just for the campus,
but also for the community. We will be putting our best foot forward," said Mary Sherwood, Texas A & I's assistant director of public affairs.
While it may be a great publicity event for
the area, student's friends and families may
be left out in !he· co4J. For security r~ons,
the ceremoriy most likely will be held in a
gym that seats only 4,000 people. While only
300 students are graduating, newspeople and
other observers will crowd out most of the
graduates' families and other students who
might like to attend.
·
"It's very likely that some people who want
to attend won't be able to," Sherwood said.
Last year's graduation at Boston Univezsity, which featured Bl!Sh and French President
Francois Mitterrand, had more of the atmos-

phere that surrounds the Super Bowl rather
than an academic event. Because of the huge
crowds expected - about 30,000 attended each senior was allotted four tickets. Some
enterprising students scalped their tickets for
as much as $100.
Florida State University students filed a
class-action suite against FSU April 2 to pre-:
vent the same thing from happening there.
Even though there is no big-name speaker
signed for the ceremony, the 3,500 seniors
will receive four guest tickets each, and some
are scalping their free tickets for $60.
"A public institution of higher learning
should not be allowed to create a black market for resale of tickets for admission to a
public meeting held ostensibly for the pmpose
of honoring its new graduates," says the suit,
which was filed in Leon County Circuit Court
by seven students.
_
''It's for safety purposes only," said Susan
Sheppard of FSU's ticket committee. "Last
spring there was about 4,000 people sitting in
the aisles, and there would have been no way
to get out in case of an emergency."
Wesleyan University, on the other hand,
holds its ceremonies on a big grassy field, and
anybody who wants to attend may. This year,
Archbishop Desmond Tutu will be the featured speaker.
While getting a speaker has become big
business - costing anywhere from $2,000 to
$20,000 depending on the popularity of the
speaker - few administrators readily admit
they want to attract attention to their school.
''I don't get a sense that it is a competition," said William Holder, who was part of
the committee to bring Tutu to Wesleyan.
"Each university want to get somebody who
can make the event memorable and meaningful."

ROTC Askes Two More
Students to Return Their
Scholarship Money
{CPS)
The U.S. Dept. of Defense has asked to students, Robert Bettiker of The Massachusetts
Institute of Technology and David Camey of
Harvard University, to return the scholarship
money given them as Reserve office Training
Corps (RITTC) cadets because they have admitted being homosexuals.
Pentagon policy prohibits homosexuals
form joining the armed forces.
In March, the Pentagon also sought to retain ROTC money paid to cadet James Holobaught at Washington Univezsity in St. Louis,
who informed his superiors that he, too, is
gay.

bardi said UF's free speech policy forced him
to let the group onto campus, but promised
the WSU would have no influence on the administration.
WSU organizers blasted Lombardi's comments as unfair, charging he would never tell
a black student group he would refuse to listen to it.
At Bradley, officials put freshman Matt
Hale an rusciplinary probation after he posted
fliers promoting the American White Supremacist Party.
'That's nothing but a slap on the wrist,"
complained Butler.
Sirice then, Hale has pernsted in trying to
form an off-campus group. About 30 protesters inrermpted Hale at art April 1 meeting of
about 10 members.
Hale started wading from a prepared script
that "blacks are an unproductive race that is
destroying America. They will be stopped... "
Fliers requesting -"white Caucasians only"
to meet at a University of Nebraska at Lin:oln
residence hall in March provoked a demonstration of about 400 students protesting racis.m; and a scuttling of the proposed meeting.
And -USL's 16-member White Student Union still hasn't become an official student
group because it hasn't fouoo a faculty fil)Onsor. ''I don't cliink we're going to find anyl?od.Y- Everybody's too afraid,' Hernandez
said.
USL Dean of Student Life Mary McPhaul,
moreover, convinced Hernandez to cancel a
planned March 28 membership drive.
"Right now, (university) commitmes are
making decisions about our constitutions, and
we did not want any controversy," explained
Hernandez.

ACLU Sues U. of
Wisconsin Over AntiDiscrimination Policy
(CPS)
The University of WISCOnsin's antidiscrimination policy, which outlaws racist
words and acts, violates students' constitutional rights, the American Civil Liberties
Union (ACLU) claimed in a lawsuit . filed
March--29.
A similar ACLU suit led a federal judge to
strike down the Univezsity of Michigan's
anti-discrimination policy last August. Michigan now has an interim policy that allows for
penalties only wheIJ. one student directly harasses another.
Wisconsin's policy allows officials to punish students who utter general racial insults or
engage in racist acts.
"We agree with the intentions of the rule,
but they're taking an anti-educational approach to the problem," said Ron Novy, editor of the Post at Wisconsin's Milwaukee
campus and one of the individual complaintants. The suit was filed on behalf of two students from the Madison campus, an instructor
from the Green Bay campus and, from the
Milwaukee campus, seven students and the
Post.
'We had hopes it would 1;>e constitutional,"
said UW spokesman Harvey Breuscher. The
rule, he said, prohibits "language of a type
that promotes a fight. It is more narrowly focused than Michigan's."
But the ACLU says the rule, unveiled last
year after a string of racist incidents, is too
vague.
'There isn't enough of a description or notice to students to that they can determine
whether or not their speech is prohibited,"
said Eunice Edgar, executive director of the
ACLU's Wisconsin office.
Since the Michigan ruling, several schools
have narrowed their policies, including Tufts
and Penn State universities, and the University of Connecticut.
But others, including all public colleges
and universities in Massachussetts, the ninecampus University of California system, Trinity College and Emory and Brown universities, still have policies that stop people from
using potentially offensive words.
In Massachusetts, officials aren't fazed by
the legal challenge in Wisconsin. 'There has
to be a balance between the First Amendment
and victims ofracial acts," said Terry Z.Oulas,
spokesman for the state's governing Board of
Regents, which last June ordered its state
campuses to come up with antidiscrimination policies. "I think we would
pass muster."

Ann Slander's Guide To Professional Irresponsibility _ _ __
with Helen Hearsay, of Counsel
... From reader mail:
Dear Ann & Helen:
Loved your last column. My favorite was
"obligee-obligor life goes on, la la la la life
goes on!" Signed A Fan

We recommend "Days of Our Lives."
If you feel absolutely compelled to ignore
our sanguine advice and decide to search for
gainful employment, please have the good
grace to follow our guidelines:

Dear Fan:
.
Thanks! Glad someone out there still has a
sense of humor.

Job Hunting Tips
Men:
1. Find a way to part with those much beloved 100% polyester suits. We know
how attached you are to them (and on hot
days, how attached they are to you!) but
puh-leeeZe. ·In honor of Earth Day you
must realize the ecological damage these
suits create. They must have a half life of
at least three thousand fifty-seven years.
If you won't do it for yourselves, do it for
the future generations.
2. The clip-on polyester ties have got to go!
If you can grasp the concept of personal
jurisdiction, you are capable of learning
how to tie a tie! On the other hand, for
those of you who failed civil procedure,
go ahead and clip to your heart's delight.

Dear Ann & Helen:
I am lost. I don't have a job and I don't
know what I'm going to do with my summer
vacation. Do you · have any suggestions?
Signed, Single cell life form.
Dear Single cell life form:
We suggest that you set some goals for
your summer vacation. You should consider
the following suggestions.
• by all means stay away from gainful employment, or any academic activity whatsoever (that includes law review)
• strive for a perfect tan
• learn how to sail, rollerblade, windsurf,
fish, golf (which, of course, should be a required class in law school judging from
the importance this activity will assume in
your real lives).
• become re-addicted to your favorite soap.

Women:
1. Disregard entirely the skirt lengths suggested by the latest t.v. lawyer soap Equal Justice - especially if you don't

have the legs for it! (And who does?) Contrary to popular belief, this kind of attire
will not be an effective way to break down
the barrier guarding the good old boys network - rather, it will more likely land
you a date than a job offer.
2. Avoid the Tammy Faye School of Cosmetology.
Top Ten Things To Avoid In Job Searches:
10. Ordering a greasy cheeseburger on that
lunch interview. Spaghetti is also not the
most judicious choice. (Just remember
never to order anything that won't look
good on your tie/blouse or in your cuspids).
9. Shaking hands like a wet noodle. (Women
particularly deplore it when men shake
their hand as if it were dise.ased).
8. Drawing undue attention to that felony
conviction in your past
7. Relying on fall interviewing for your employment needs.
6. Mentioning your personal allegiance to
Justice Rehnquist.
5. Justifying your professional responsibility
grade by arguing that ethics have no place
in the legal profession.
4. Looking desperate (being desperate is fine

so long as you don't look the part).
3. Asking for three weeks of paid vacation
in July.
2. Big hair.
1. Highlighting your favorite pastimes if
they include: compulsive gambling, cow
tipping, mail box bashing, ice fishing (it's
such a stupid sport! Why would grown
people want to go out in the freezing cold
and stare down a dark hole in the ice?),
and anything involving teenage girls.
... One Last Bit of Viewer Mail
Dear Ann & Helen:
I think your .column stinks. Slandering and
mocking the faculty tlrrough your Professional Irresponsibility column shows your Nazi
ignorance.
Signed, Anal Retentive
Dear Anal:
Get a life. Has morale deteriorated to such
an extent that we can no longer find humor in
anything? There is nothing slanderous or irresponsible in poking fim at the vagaries of life
here at Mitchell. If we can't laugh at ourselves, who can we laugh at? You?

Lou-Gripe

We Live in Scary T i m e s - - - - - - - - By D. Anderson
We live in scary times. The Fourth Amendment, as well as many of the other liberties
the Founding Parents chose to grant us in the
Constitution, is being eroded at an alarming
pace. Social welfare mi.tiatives are falling before the axe of the balanced budget State
troopers are tagging folks for nncivilized behavior .on our roads. And, closer to home,
some classes are plagued by late-comers who
feel it is their right to wander in regardless of,
in fact seemingly proud of, the commotion
which they create. Then they assume a proper
scholarly pose, tainted only by sophomoric
laughter at these ensuing antics.
What do all of these situations have in common? What is it that makes these scary times?
IT is an attitude. The attitude which makes
folks believe they have the RIGHT. The attitude that we exist to express RIGHTS. In
sport, a sadly self-centered approached which
blunts principles; principles which are wielded as weapons in the fight for rights. It is with
this background that I would like to spin a
yarn, tell a tale, and prattle a parable.
The Parable of the Elders and the Three
Paths
One day three Elders, Johnnie, Jane and
Ronnie were walking along a path. As they
walked along they discussed the question of
what would be best for their people. Johnnie
and Jane agreed that enlightenment, equality,
fairness, and freedom would be nice. Ronnie
disagreed. He was sure this would be too
much for them to handle all at once. He felt
maybe a few could handle these lofty things
and then others would gradually benefit from
what those few had attained. Meanwhile,
Johnnie and Jane·could not agree on how to
attain these lofty goals, so the arguments continued. Finally one of them, upon realizing
they were not going to be able to agree and
that it was close to lnnch time, suggested they
seek an answer in the Garden of Enlightenment If they couldn't get an answer there, at
least they could get lunch as the Garden
served great salads.
So, off they trudged toward the place they
believed could give them an answer. But,
since none had ever, to the Elders' knowledge, visited the Garden of Enlightenment,
they were soon lost. They wandered and wandered up on path and down another. They
missed lunch entirely, but hoped they could
still get an afternoon snack.
Well, lo and behold, as often happens in
parables, they chanced upon a point on the
path where they would have to make a decision. Three paths went forward from where
they stood. Ronnie was certain they should go
to the right. Johnnie and Jane were sure that
they should choose one of the other paths, but
again they could not agree upon which way
would be better. As Ronnie ventured forth,
tired of the indecisiveness of the others, Johnnie and Jane debated the merits of the two
paths. Their debate became quite heated, often times personal, and quite simply ugly.
One of the more heated exchanges was cut
short by a blood curdling scream. As they expected, Ronnie had fallen off a cliff at the end
of the path to the right; alas., that way would
not lead to the betterment of the people.
As Johnnie and Jane continued to debate

which of the other paths would be better, they
became more and more personally committed
to the path each had chosen and lost sight of
the agreement they had once held about the
final destination. Johnnie was certain the path
to the left was the only way to go. So certain
was he that he found a suitable rock, climbed
upon it, and ,proclaimed for all the world to
hear all of the horrible possibilities and pitfalls the center path held. Jane, at the same
time, had firmly dug her heels into the center
path and was responding with proclamations
of her own. So boisterous and vociferous was
the exchange that soon most of the other Elders had heard and had joined in. Many choosing one side or the other. Many adding charges of their own. Many advocating their own
path of choice, uncertain of the basis of the
original debate. But, one thing was certain, all
were becoming more entrenched in a personal
stance of some sort
It seemed as if all was lost. At least they
were now certain to miss dinner unless they
could find a phone and order up some pizzas.
There was no going back and no moving forward. As some of their voices were subsiding, and some of the Elders were considering
whether resigning to .become mystics might
be a more suitable choice, some shouting
could be heard. It was the children of the people. The Elders all looked back down the path
from whence they had come. But, they could
see no one. Eventually, one of them located
the sound. It was from the path on the left.
Soon, the children c.uld be seen. This discovery led to much gnashing of teeth and
rending of garments as the Elders realized the
children had been where they as yet had not
been. This realization offended their sense of
self-importance in deep and meaningful
ways. And yet, some of the Elders began rejoicing since the presence of the children confirmed their belief that this path was the better choice. But, no sooner had the rejoicing
begun, than children were discovered on the
center path. This led to more gnashing and
rending.
As the sonnds of gnashing and rending
subsided, Elders could be heard questioning
the children after the fashion of the Elders;
which is to say in a condescending and accusing way. Some were asking, "why did you go
down the path to the left?" while others queried, "why did you choose the center path?"
To these and many other not dissimilar questions the children, with upturned palms and
after the fashion of children, responded,
"huh?"
It seemed the children had not considered,
until that very day, which path they were takmg. There were a great many fields lying between the paths in which they could p}iy little
·children games. In fact, th~ children had quite
easily passed from one path to the other as
their needs dictated. (This is of course only a
paraphrase of their answers, leaving out such
terms as, "silly Elders" and "gosh.")
At this point some of the Elders who considered themselves more sacrosanct, superhuman, and generally important, yelled, "wait,
wait, wait!" This sufficed to gain the attention
of the others. They continued, "oh ye children
of our people, why have you been running
down the paths yelling, calling and generally .
raising a ruckus? You certainly didn't do this

for fun, did you?" To which the children said,
"some of the other kids were playing a game
called 'the elders speak' in which they act like
you Elders by arguing over things the rest of
us don't understand" As it 'unfolded, the children told a woeful story about the older children falling into the pits (previously "pita
falls") and not being able to extract themselves.
The leader of the yonng'ens said, "the
younger kids would fall into the same pits,
but only the larger pits because they were
afraid they wouldn't be able to move around
and change position in the smaller pits. Anyway, they used to crawl in and out of the pits
a lot; it was some sort of game for them." The
spokesperson summed up, "I suppose the little kids had more room to maneuver."
This statement simply reinforced the worry
the Elders had been feeling. They were certain that· the people could not deal with the
problems the paths presented: So, they drew
themselves up to the full height of their authority and assumed control. They took the
situation into their own hands. the Elders explained to the children, "you young folks
don't understand the problem. You young
folks have not participated in creating this
problem in the same way we have. You are
not old enough to understand the complexity
of it all. There are social implications which
are very difficult to sort out We are not even
certain of the best way to approach the problem."
Some of the Elders even went so far as to
say, "you children ought to stick to the paths
which we have already thoroughly investigated. You little follcs should not be crossing
from one path to the other. You should not be
playing with children who are on the other
path because they are different from you and
we have not approved that."
The Elders could not nnderstand what had
led the children to engage in such activities.
The Elders decided this meant the children
simply did not mtderstand. Of course this excluded the older children who had been arguing in the fashion of the Elders. This the
Elders could understand. And it indicated
these children understood the problems.
After witnessing these event the Elders
were convinced they must find a solution, and
quickly, to prevent their children from suffering any further.

by Lou Gripe
I'm back! My vacation was truly awesome.
I was a bum in the snn, I was having fun and
you know I had no special plans: I had a
drink in my hand and my toes in the sand, all
I needed was a beautiful girl. Then it hit me. I
realized my vacation in Mazatlan was more
than a cool brew and a tasty wave. I felt as if
my entire existence was AND WOULD BE
gripe free.
I was one with the universe and existentially satisfied. Sartre, Jaspers, Heidegger and,
yes, even Kierkegaard would have been humbled to see the student frolicking on the
beach.
As sure as day follows night, I found myself whisked away from the wine, women and
song into a prevaricated environment known
as: .. William Mitchell College of Law. Needless to say, this brings me to my first and only
gripe!
The Opinion
What a capricious group of neophytes!
There I was on the dunes enjoying my hedonistic lifestyle when the cellular phone rings
and my good friends Ann and Helen call to
tell me that the board of the Opinion wants to
cancel our columns. The fascist swine actually wanted to supress, not just speech, they
wanted to suppress a constitutionally protected category of speech, namely Griping (not to
mention slandering). As you might have
guessed by reading this column, Ann Helen
and I took action. To sum it up, We came, we
saw, we kicked their ass! However, don't
think I was too acrimonious with the poor little dears, I just sent them to bed without their
quiche and told them not to do it again or
they would feel the full vigor of my wrath.
The moral of the story is you can't have your
quiche and gripe too. By the By,
PWords
I proponnd that Professors prefer profusely
to pronounce P-words. As precedent, this pupil has produced a pursuit of'P-wo:rds as published: Penumbra, paradigm, paradigmatically, pedantic, pedagogically, punctilio,
permutation, precedent, pretentious and P'
standard and P'nexus. The prosecution
P'rests!
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Student Organization News
SBA President's Column
After reading Victoria Sprague's .and
M.O'Sullivan Kane's article in the latest edition of The Opinion, I fmd it timely to comment on the SBA President's duties. The SBA
President is not the gatekeeper of information.
Students at William Mitchell are entitled to
information on what talces place in their community. Whether they choose to become informed is an individual matter. At the very
least, we should have the opportunity to avail
ourselves of the information.
One of the major areas of contention on the
SBA board at the beginning of the year was
whether controversial information should be
made available to the rest of the student body.
My feeling was that students could decide for
themselves what they want to read; we should
not screen information for them. Some SBA
representatives disagreed.
Another duty of the SBA President is to attend faculty and board meetings and to prepare a neutral report so that students may
form their own opinion on matters discussed.
Conceivably, the president should not be the
only student with access to information discussed at those meetings.
After serving ·on other professional committees, I have found reports to be the normal
course of business so that others may have the
opportunity to comment. Only at William
Mitchell has this met with such conflict. Only
at William Mitchell have I found others
threatened by disclosure. It seems to me that a
law school, above all other institutions,
should espouse the value of public dissemination of information.
The SBA President has the responsibility to
ensure student representation on established
and ad hoc committees at the college. Students should have a voice in college matters,
though not the final decision making authority. In keeping with this line of reasoning, I
asked for student representation on board
committees since decisions made on this level
directly affect student interests. I have not
heard back from the Chairman of the Board of
Trustees on that request
In the latest edition of The Opinion, Bob
Christensen commented that some SBA representatives do not bother to show up for meetings because they do not l.jke the long discourse on issues. That is sad commentary on
how seriously those representatives talce their
responsibilities. Whether they like the meetings or not, they have a dutY- to represent
those students who elected them. To abdicate
that duty is irresponsible.
The SBA President should not censor what
may or may not, be discussed at meetings.
One of the freedoms we enjoy in our society
is the liberty to have full and open discussion
on a wide range of issues.
At the last SBA meeting, one representative introduced a motion to censme The Opinion editor for the latest issue. That motion
failed. Some members of the SBA and The
Opinion staff felt that the issue should not be
discussed. Another SBA member then introduced a motion to censure the member who
introduced the original motion because she
put out an opinion article to faculty, staff and
smdents last week. I _have grave concerns
-about .students lIIlilateuilly deciding what may
or may not be discussed at meetings. The notion of a college being the marketplace of ideas demands that freedom of expression _be
given to all and the SBA President must uphold that freedom.
Sandy Glass-Sirany
President, Student Bar Association

Notes to the Financial Statements:
1. For the first 10 months of the school year,

budgeted revenues and expenses have
been roughly equal, resulting in a budgeted net profit or loss of zero. At the end of
the student year, additional appropriations
to student groups are made so that unspent
funds can be used by student groups.
2. Revenue not spent during the student year
is retmned to the SBA general fund. Organizations that require funds over the
summer months must request that the SBA
Treasurer keep the already appropriated
funds for the relevant purposes open during the summer. These budgets terminate
at the beginning of the following Fall semester.
3. The S.B A Capital Budgeting Committee
reviews proposals for appropriations for
expenditures for the purchase of assets and
capital improvements at William Mitchell.
Dave Edwards
SBA Treasmer
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WMCL Republicans
Meeting Report
The informational meeting attended by
more than 20 persons was a huge success!
The first order of business was discussion on
the purposes of the WMCL Republicans. It
was stressed that this club is a club of openminded conservative viewpoints and all
agreed that the republican party was composed of a diverse group of people and represented no single view on any topic. The club
is not to be a division of an already established Republican organization but is its own
independent conservative establishment As
such. the club thought it best not to get involved in the grass roots campaigning aspect
that most other Republican clubs are involved
in. Moreover, a primary purpose of the club is
to act as a network, to bring together club
members with members of the business community and legal community.
,
The second order of business was the passing of the constitution. The promoters of the
club presented the constitution and it was
passed unanimously.
The last order of business was determination of dues. It was unanimously passed that a
one time initial due of $5.00 (five) dollars
would be sufficient Also, these dues are
meant as a lifetime membership, not as annual dues.
Refreshments were served at the end of the
meeting.

Invite to Next Meeting
Everyone who has a conservative outlook
is invited to come to om next meeting. A special invitation is given to women and minorities, the necessary outlook they provide is essential-w fully discuss the issues that are
present in today's society. Agenda for the
next meeting will include election of officers
and a special speaker, the man who ran the
1988 Presidential campaign in Minnesota and
Michigan. Hope to see you there!

WMCL Democrats
Recently, the WMCL Republicans quietly
held their first meeting. The Federalists, a national organization of conservatives and libertarians, warned us in the Docket that they,
too, will forin an organization at William
Mitchell. It is high time the Democrats have a
pillar in Hachey Commons as well!
The William Mitchell College of Law
Democrats (WMCL Democrats) conducted
an organizational meeting on Monday, April
23, at 6:30 p.m. The goal of the organization
is simple: indoctrinate every William Mitchell student with liberalism to the point where
all will chant, "Conservatism is not 'prudent'!"
Seriously, the organization strives to educate William Mitchell students, through open
debate, about the Democratic Party. Its means
of effecting this goal will be determined by
you, the charter members of the organization.
Please, all are welcome to attend in the future.

Foll-Time Faculty
R~esentatives of the .BxecutiYe Committee of the Board of Trustees will attend the faculty meeting scheduled at 10:00 a.m. on
Tuesday, April 24, to report to the faculty on
their decision to retain Jim Hogg as President
and Dean.
·

Buffalo Law School SBA
Resolution
We, the Student Bar Association of the
State University of New York at Buffalo Law
School condemn the ABA's House of Delegates vote of 2/12/90 to repeal the ABA's
longstanding policy which endorsed decriminalization of simple possession of marijuana
by users. This vote was based on an inaccurate report submitted by the ABA law Student
Section. This report criticized the use of marijuana because of its increased potency, the
gateway effect, and possible health threats.
However, any honest recounting of the actual
scientific evidence would clearly contradict
this report's findings. The legitimate evidence
confirms that marijuana is far less addictive
and a good deal less dangerous than either tobacco or alcohol and has never caused even a
single death. This report is an intellectual disgrace and certainly does not speak for the law
students of this nation. We request that the
ABA's former policy of decriminalization of
simple possession of marijuana by users, in
effect since 1972, be reinstated by the full
membership at the ABA'·s annual meeting in
August 1990.
(This resolution will be sent to the other
ABA approved law schools and to the ABA).

Bandwagon

(Continued from Page 7) - - - - - - -

they purport to adopt. And like the second
group, they don't necessarily even adopt the
positions they back. .The incentives for this
last group to enter the debate range from rnercenarial to mischievous to outright ignorance.
Rarely are their incentives ever based on principle.
Focusing in on the last two categories, I'd
like to give you an example of what these individuals are. I was approached by someone
during the heat of the Haines affair and told
that I should back Professor Haines and denounce Dean Hogg. Having had relatively no
knowledge about the facts of the matter, I
asked this individual why I should do as they
suggested. The answer given me by this person really puzzled me and to this day, still
does.
·
This person suggested that I should back
Professor Haines merely because he is a
member of a racial minority group. I was told
that because I too was a member of a racial
minority, it was my duty to back him regardless of whether this allegations were founded
or not simply because a victory for Professor
Haines would be a victory for me. I then
asked this person whether they really knew
the facts or understood the situation and if so,
to give me a good cogent reason for supporting or rejecting either one side or the other.
The response I received was, in my opinion. thoughtless. This person reiterated their
previous point that whether Professor Haines
or Dean Hogg was right or not was irrelevant
The mere fact that Professor Haines was a
member of a racial minority was, in this person's mind, a sufficient ground for backing
him. In suggesting such a proposition. what
this person failed to talce into account is that
highly intolerant white supremecist orgmµzations operate on the same underlying principle
that this person was espousing, albeit in a reverse manner. I fail to see why this person
would think it any more appropriate to support a person of color simply because they
are a person of color than to support a white
person simply because they are white. Both
are the theoretical and functional equivalent
of the other and are short-sighted in that they
propose that I disregard the issues and base
my decision on the color of the candidate's
skin. The same analysis can easily be applied
to issues regarding gender, religion, political
persuasion, etc.
Bandwagon bashing is a product of mass
hypnosis, the need to feel secme in a crowd,
and a vocal manifestation of a personal, internal insecurity - it's the need to be on the
bandwagon instead of walking along beside
it Hitler mastered the bandwagon-basher concept, used principles of the concept to mesmerize a population into thinking that they
could do no wrong and nearly conquered Europe with it. Worse was suggesting that I

should trust them on this issue when they
themself didn't understand the issue or the
reasans why they were supporting who they
were supporting.
This article Is not about Professor
Haines or Dean Hogg. It is not about
whether either of them is right or wrong in
their respective claims and positions. Between Professor Haines's unsuccessful lawsuits and Dean Hogg's attempts to stabilize
his own ship in a storm. it's my guess that the
only people who will ever fully know the real
truth are Dean Hogg and Professor Haines,
despite what everyone else thinks they know
as fact
What thls article Is about is responsibility and it seems to me that only members of
the first group have any business or right in
entering the fight. Why? Because it is they,
whether they are right or wrong, mistalcen in
their conclusions or not, who were actually
responsible enough to have considered all the
factors of the matter at hand before choosing
to support a position. It is important to back a
viewpoint with fervent conviction. But it is
absolutely dangerous to do so on the mere
urging of another without considering the reasons for advocating what you propose to believe. It is just as dangerous to advocate a
view in which you have not personally developed a foundation for belief. Before you willingly allow someone else to lead you like a
sheep, just remember, sheep get led to the
slaughter.
,
We've lambasted our own school and
everything associated with it for a g~ portion of this year. For many it was something
they felt needed to be done to wake up an institutional consciousness. And for a thoughtless few, it was just the "IN'' thing to do.
Many a tree has paid the ultimate price in being used for ammunition in the infamous and
recriminatory ''MEMO WARS." Were the
Memo Wars necessary? Was Viet Nam necessary? Well, from my dual perspective as
both a civilian and a soldier, I've come to the
conclusion that the answer all depends on
whether or not you are a party, a participant
(both willing and compelled), or a spectator.
While there may be problems that still
need to be uncovered and defined, it seems to
me that we've already uncovered and defined
enough of them to keep us busy for all of next
year in attempting to find solutions for them.
Any medical doctor will tell you that if you
keep picking at a wound, it'll never heal. It's
time to start the healiJig process because
when this school suffers, we all suffer.
The sun is setting on this year and it's my
hope that when the sunrise of a new semester
is once again upon WMCL, the students will
find a faculty in harmony and accord. We've
got a lot to look forward to. It'll be a new (academic) year, we'll have a new library and
best of all, a chance for a new start.

SBA Constitutional
Amendment Unsatisfactory
by Watt Lehman
The Student Bar Association (SBA) will be
holding a student referendum on April 24 and
25 to detennine whether the SBA Constitution
should be amended to add two additional seats
to the SBA Board. These seats would be reserved for non-white members of the WMCL
student body.
As a member of the SBA Board, I strongly
support the goal expressed by their amendment - to bring racial diversity to the SBA
Board. At present, there are no non-white
members of the Board. And the SBA, for all
its faults, is the official voice of WMCL students. As such, it must reflect the racial, cultural and social diversity of the WMCL student
body.
Having said that, I am unconvinced that the
proposed amendment addresses this goal in a
satisfactory manner. While it may serve a valuable symbolic pmpose at this time, I am concerned that, in the long nm, it will become a
source of ill will which the student body can
little afford.
First, some background. The initial propo~
sal was presented to the SBA Board by a
group of students including Andre Morant,
President of BALSA, Issac Luten. and Forrest
Stanfford, at the SBA Board's February 10
meeting. At that meeting, the SBA expressed
unanimous approval of the intent of the proposal - to bring diversity to the SBA Board and
to ensure that the interests of non-white students were well-represented.
At the Board's March 10 meeting, the issue
was debated at length and a proposal was developed to create two additional seats on the
Board for non-white students. Nominees for
the new seats would be selected by an ''umbrella" group composed of existing WMCL
racial minority student organizations: BALSA, AILSA, ALSA and SALSA. The election
of these representatives would be conducted
by the ''umbrella" group. Only members of
those organizations represented in the "umbrella" group would be allowed to vote for the
non-white representatives.
Adopting this proposal requires amending
the SBA Constitution. Any amendment to the
SBA Constitution must be approved by a majority of the student body. That is why we are
holding a referendum on this issue.
Why do ·we need to reserve seats on· the
SBA Board for non-white students? It would,
of course, be stating the obvious to say that
the SBA does not preclude ~ WMCL student from nmning for election to the Board.
But why then, at a school known for the diversity of its student body, are there no non-white
representatives?
Two explanations have been offered. Toe
first is a statistical argument - the fact that
there are fewer non-white students means that
the probability of a non-white student being
elected through a popular election is low. That
is a compelling argument. However, it remains untested. No non-white candidate (that
I am aware ,of) ran for SBA representative in
the most recent election.
This is explained by the second explanation

-

that the atmosphere at WMCL inhibits
non-white students from competing in SBA
election. As a subjective explanation, it must
be accepted as true. But if it is the atmosphere
that is inhibitive, then the solution is to overcome it. Non-white students must assertively
take part in the SBA election process. And all
students need to share their support and encouragement.
The proposed amendment is intended to
eliminated the statistical imbalance, and to
demonstrate in a symbolic way the support of
the student body for non-white candidates.
Unfortunately, I believe it does so in a way
which does not bring non-white candidates
into the "main arena." Rather, it will inevitably serve to isolate non-white candidates
from general SBA elections. Frankly, I do not
believe that is· a wise course.
Apart from my more general concern, there
are some troubling ramifications to this
amendment. For example, the two representatives will be elected exclusively by members
of the "umbrella" groups. If you are not a
member of BALSA, AILSA, ALSA, or SALSA - and you are non-white - you will not
be allowed to vote.
There is also potential for conflict of interest. SBA representatives are responsible for
approving funding requests from student organizations. BALSA, AILSA, ALSA and
SALSA are among the recipients of these
funds. Unlike oi:her organizations, these
groups will select and elect two voting members of the Board (Current SBA representalives may have affiliations with students organizations, but they must be selected by
their class and not by the organization.)
In addition, this proposal would in effect
give some students the opportunity to vote
twice and to be represented twice: both
through their non-white representatives and
by their class representative. It seems that by
trying to provide an equal voice for all students on the Board, we might, as they say, be
"proving to much."
Don't get me wrong, I'm not frightened
that the "power" of the SBA will be watered
down - far from it! And if I were convinced
that there was a systematic effort to exclude
non-white students from serving on the
Board, believe me I'd feel differently. But
frankly. this proposal is like puttingJhe qqt
before the horse.
The embarrassing fact is that in the April
elections less than ten students out of the entire student body even took the time to put
their names on the ballot. The opportunity
for non-white students to beat the statistics
and change the atmosphere of this school
through the current election process came and
went. The irony is that we are discussing how
to add more seats to the Board at a time when
there is practically no interest among any students - of any color - to serve on the
Board
If we adopt this proposal, will more students show an interest in serving on the SBA
Board? Between you and me, I kind of doubt
it.

SBA Amendment Supported
-Students of Color Should Have Voice on Boardby Pamela Boney
On April 24th and 25th the Student Bar Association will be holding a student referendum to determine whether the SBA Constitution should be amended to add two additional
seats to the SBA board as representatives of
students of color.
The amendment is to Article IlIS3 of the
SBA Constitution and will read, "In addition,
there will be two (2) representatives chosen in
an election by members of ALSA, BALSA,
SALSA, and AILSA." These seats are limited
to the newly formed ''umbrella group" that includes members of BLSA, ALSA, HLSA,
AILSA, named The Organization of Cultural
Unity (O.C.U.). Other minority or non-whi~
are welcome to caucus with 0.C.U. so all
types ·of minority students will have a voice.
These seats will be limited for students of
color because these students feel the greatest
threat of discrimination and intimidation.
With the addition of these seats students of
color will be ensmed that their interests will
be well represented
WMCL is aiming for diversity within the
institution, and with an SBA board that has no
representation by students of color, WMCL
efforts are definitely ignored by the student
body. There is concern by a few members of
the SBA, as well as some of the student body

that the addition of these seats will help to
further segregate people of color and not help
to bring diversity to the SBA board They feel
that students of color should take part in the
current election process that determines SBA
representatives.
There are approximately 45 students of color that make up WMCL's entire student body.
First and second year students who are elected by their sections would not have the backing necessary to become elected, since the
numbers of students of color in each section
could be counted on one hand. Also those students perceived as "white," whose votes
would be depended upon will more than likely not suppPrt students of color. Their reasons
range from feelings that students of color
"aren't smart enough," or "those students are
here only to meet Affirmative Action quota's." Also traditional "white" students feel
that students of color may only address racial
issues and not represent the section concerns.
The SBA needs to add the additional seats
so that students of color will have a voice, and
also so that WMCL shows diversity on the
SBA, during a time in this colleges history
when we are in the eyes of the legal society.
WMCL will celebrate its 90th year and I
can't think of a better way for students to help
in the celebration than to step into the making
of the centmy with a diversified SBA board.

Eric
Douglas
Larson
Trustees - What Next?
On April 12 the WMCL Board of Trustees
informed the WMCL comrinmity that they
had unanimously decided to renew Dean
Hogg's employmen1; contract as dean of this
law school and, therefore, authoriz.ed the Executive Committee to begin negotiations toward that end Few were surprised by this outcome. My lack of surprise was due to the
belief that Dean Hogg has never been primarily responsible for all the controversy existing
at WMCL. It would be foolish to have
thought that his controversial actions could go
1mchecked as they have without the acquiescence of the board, quiet or expressed. I do
not think, however, that the Board is so blind
as to believe that there are no problems with
the school. Instead, I prefer to believe that
they decided that terminating Dean Hogg was
not the solution.
The Board of Trustees, by taking two days
to talk to everyone within the WMCL community, does seem to be aware that things are
not as they should be and that they need to
both be more cognizant of what the problems
are arid play a role in correcting the situation.
Given that termination of Dean Hogg was not
considered at least part of the solution, I am
curious as to what the Board believes is the
solution. I cannot believe that they believe
that it is the status quo! After finaJs, I plan to
present to the Board a detailed proposal of
some actions I think should be considered.
One of my ideas is to change the governing
system at WMCL.
I believe that the college should institute a
governance system that would include all
groups which compose this school. A College
Council, composed of approximately 23
members, should form the main body of this
governance system:
The Dean, Chairman - no vote; Trustees - 3;
Faculty- 7; Students - 7; Administrators - 4;
Alumni - 2 Total 23 votes.
As the chair of this council. the dean would
vote only in the event of a tie. The College
Council would meet once a month to vote on
all important decisions and matters of policy
that affect the .school (i.e., next year's budget,
financial aid policy, tenure policy, discrimination policy, etc.) Under the cmmcil would be
three primary committees: the Social Policy
Committee, the Academic Affairs Committee,
and the Educational Policy Committee (EPC).
The Social Policy Committee would be com-

posed of about 9 people: 3 administration, 2
faculty, and 4 students~ with a fifth student
sitting as the chair. This committee will have
primary responsibility for the social and extracurricular aspects of college life (i.e. discrimination policy, alumni-student dance,
etc.) The EPC will have primary responsibility for the educational program of the law
school. Since this has been traditionally the
perogative of the faculty, the EPC shall consist 'of 7 faculty, 4 students, and 3 administrative oI~cen;. The EPC ~ill be cbaired by a
non-votmg faculty member. ~Administtative Policy Committee will have primary responsibility in budgetary and administrative
areas. Its membership will consist of 5 administrative officers, 3 faculty, and 3 students. Its
chair will be WMCL's treasurer. Each of
these committees will submit their proposals
to the College Council. Some of the proposals
may also need to be submitted to the Board of
Trustees once the College Council has passed
themeasme.
When our Founding Fathers were drafting
the ~nited States Constitution, their primary
quesuon was what would be the structure of
this new democracy. These authors of our
Constitution had to believe that the citizenry
could best function in a democracy as long as
the framework was sound. And, to a large extent, it has been sound. I believe that the majority ofWMCL':s population, studenlli faculty; and IIQD)inistration, are a Lal~ group of
people who, because of the current institutional framework, feel oppressed and separated from the society they compose and form
an integral part of. At WMCL each group is
almost entirely insulated from one another
when it comes to governance. Students have
their SBA; the faculty have their faculty committee; the administration has its own committees. There exists little, if any, formal
means for these three groups to interact, exchange and share ideas, and work together
from these ideas for the good of William
Mitchell. Out of frustration for not being
heard, or more importantly having no means
of being heard, students and faculty write memos, form factions, and become distracted
from the primary purpose of the institution:
legal education and scholarship.
My proposal may not be the total answer
and may not even be the answer for the problems I have detected at this institution in my
two years of attendance here, but I do believe
that it offers far more hope than inaction. I
have modeled this proposal after the current
governing system of Carleton College so I
camiot claim it as my own. I do know that
while attending Carleton some very controversial issues existed at the institution (perhaps none 1ising quite to the level of the
Haines suit), but, in my opinion, the above
stated governing structure at least made most
people feel that they could help be a solution
to the problem.

SBA Amendment Needed
by Michelle Therese Dariff
Member American Indian Law Student
Asm. (AILSA)
The proposed referendwn to permanently
seat two students of color on the SBA, stands
to set a precedent at William Mitchell regarding the student body's commitment to diversity. Opposition to the referendum is concerned
with its purpose, procedure, conflict of interest and the general apathy among students.
My colleague, Mr. Lehmann dismisses too
quickly, under the guise testability, the experience of students of color at William Mitchell.
I believe this experience is at the heart of the
matter. Allegations of insensitivity, ethnocentrism, and intolerance of racial minorities is
often dismissed because of subjectivity. Too
many times, people dismiss the student's allegations as being "oversensitive" and without
merit because their image of what is racial
bias simply is not there. Insensitive and ignorant remarks made in classrooms by faculty or
students send messages of great bearing.
Some students are affronted by the blatant ignorance because they do not expect to hear or
see this sort of behavior at this level.
Clearly, the purpose to seat two students of
color provide the SBA with the input that it
has never had before. The ramifications of
two seats would bring the SBA's attention to
matters that it has never dealt with previously
and protect the interests of students of color
no matter the number of students to specific
racial groups.
The procedural objections to the two seats
basically attack the fairness of possibly running in two elections and/or voting twice. I
believe that this issue is an ethical issue that
should not be decided by the students instead
should be decided by the student of color running for a seat. I hope that this case in point
demonstrates my position. One of the two representatives for the newly formed, Organization for Cultural Unity (OCU), specifically
declined to run in the general election, because she_ felt strongly about representing the

students of color specifically. I believe she re~lved the issue with forethought to such an
allegation of the opposition. I have a lot of
confidence in the ethical questions posed to
our representatives and I feel assured that
they will give the highest consideration to issues before them.
I fail to see the conflict of interest created
by having students of color seated on the SBA
an~ voting on student organization budgets, to
which they may or may not be a.member. Admittedly, some current members face this
very concern and yet there is no allegation
that they should not sit on the SBA because of
their affiliation. I would ask Mr. Lehmann if
it is possible for members of the SBA to abstain from voting when they believe it to be
appropriate. If the answer is yes, I see no
grounds for the objection and would refer Mr.
Lehmann to let the students of color make
that ethical decision for themselves.
I agree that it is disheartening to see student
apathy, but I understand that a great many students have full schedules of family, work and
school and defer participation to others. I
would like to point out that at our first OCU
meeting, there were approximately 20 students ~d we did not have a shortage for representat:J.ves for the two seats. This fact is encomaging to me in that given the opportunity;
there was good amount of interest and support.
After reviewing the opposition's ·concerns,
I must remark that I fmd myself definding our
representatives against concerns that they
would "abuse the power" afforded them or be
unable to weigh the ethical dilemmas before
them. On this basis I can only further discount
any opP<>sing concerns about seating two students of color on the SBA.
·
I would like to thank those members of the
students of color who brought the diversity
agenda squarely where it belongs, that is
among the students. I encourage my fellow
students at William Mitchell to support the
referendum that will bring diversity and equal
representation to our SBA.
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The Beautiful South: Welcome
To The Beautiful South

Nasty
Habits
by Tamara Tegeler

Lennv Kravitz; Let Love Rule

From Llttle Richard to Prince, Kravitz has
learned well from his predecessors. This debut album draws from many musical sources
to form a very impressive piece of work. The
general sound can be described as a hybrid of
The Beatles and Hendrix.
Kravitz works the vocals from soft and
sweet to wails and screams, yet maintains a
very clear, understandable tone.
"Let Love Rule," the first single, has been
getting decent anplay, you've probably heard
it. The lyric~ are idealistic and inane, basically that love is the be-all-end-all that will fix
everything if we just let it It's a nice sentiment Musically, the song is a great bit of psychedelia, where not love, but the sax rules.
"My Precious Love" has an immediately
familiar style with a slow, bluesy feel. The piano and the sax make this one bum.
''I Built This Garden For Us" is an idyllic
fantasy with a Beatlesque tone. "In this garden. This lovely garden. I build a temple of
love ... We'll farm the land each day. And in
the sunshine we will play... We'll make love
in the shade. And in the ocean we will bathe.
Little fishies in the sea. Say Hooray ... Our
children will grow. Darling this is a must.
We'll be so happy. Our little family. So full
oflove and trust."
The next song, "Fear," is a stark contrast
with its intense sound and message that details the ugliness of how miserable life can become: "Conditioned to hate and then to
blame. Their search for God is just the same.
Machines for hearts, how warped a view. Forgetting that they're human too ... When every
day may be your last. You think we'd learn
from our past"
"Does Anybody Out There Even Care"
sounds frighteningly like late Beatles. The
song is another message of peace and love
proclaiming: "Wake up world before it's too
late. It's time for love to conquer hate. And
when that battle's won. We can all live as
one.
"Mr. Cab Driver" is a statement on prejudice drawn from Kravi.tz's personal exp¢ence. Although it's very simplistic in structure, the song really jams. It should be a
single, but the dreaded 'f-word' will surely
prevent that
"Blues for Sister" is a disturbing story of a
young woman on drugs, living in the streets.
It has a very dark, menacing feel: ''I know a
girl who gets off. By sticking needles in her
veins. Oh Lord what a shame. She's got no
money so she turns tricks and plays dirty
games. Oh Lord spare her pain."
To close the album, "Flower Child"
grooves with a rollicking piano and absolutely
screams: SIXTIES! "She's a psychedelic princess. On a magic carpet ride. And where her
trip will carry you. Is somewhere you can't
find. She's on a plane of higher consciousness. Meditation is the key. She's got her shit
togelher. Cause.her soul and mind are free."
Kravitz has found a great genre of music to
exploit He manages to meld a sixties mentality with a nineties mood. It will be interesting
to see if he can continue to develop his talents. He shows great promise.

The lead singer and principle writer of The
Beautiful South is Paul Heaton. If the name
isn't familiar, perhaps the voice would be.
It's the very distinct voice of The (now defunct) Housemartins. The Beautiful South is
strikingly similar to the Housemartins. Basically, it sounds like the Housemartins are
back, only Heaton got himself a new band.
Heaton has a very unique voice that is difficult to describe in words, but once you
know it, you won't mistake it for any other.
His vocals work the high range with power
and intensity, but have a faltering quiver and
breathiness to them as well
"Song For Whoever" sounds like a sweet
love song, but it's written with tongue placed
firmly in cheek. Heaton sings of his great
love for a woman that was "never cheap" and
how he has written songs -and sung them to
her 'til she fell asleep. Only later do we find
out he didn't only mean one woman AND
that he's forgotten their names, just used
them in his quest to write a number one song:
"Deep so deep, the number one I hope to
reap. Depends on the tears you weep, so cry,
lovey cry."
''I'll Sail This Ship Alone" is a well written
lament of a lover bravely conceding his defeat: "If you choose that we will always
lose ... And if, if you decide to give him another try . .. Now if, if you insist that this is for
the best... And if, if you swear that you no
longer care. Well, then I'll sail this ship
alone." The song is a ballad, sparsely accompanied with piano, strings, and a plaintive
trumpet near the end. Very preny and resolute.
Track five is a remake of last year's "Girlfriend." It's done in a totally different style,
the arrangement has been stripped of the
"funk" and a horn section has been added. It
sounds odd at first, but the oddest thing is that
it still comes off with a funky edge.
"Straight In At 37" attacks sex as a marketing tool for music: "Legs are where the heartbeat starts. It's low in neckline and high in
charts. But it's the partially clothed for the
partially sighted. Behind over matter keeps
the crowd delighted."
"Woman In The Wall" seems to be a modem day version of Poe's 'Toe Tell-tale
Heart" It starts: "He was just a social drinker
but social every night He enjoyed a pint or
two or three or four. She was just a silent
thinker, silent every night He'd enjoyed the
thought of killing her before." It's a very happy, 11pbeat song, if you. never listen to the lyrics. ~early ~aved enough to rival Oingo
B oingo's Danny Elfman.
"Love Is" questions the depth and sincerity
of a lover: "Where were you in the colder
days? And where will you be in years to
come? I'd like to know, I'd like to know. So
don't beg and don't plead. You can't have the
heart you made bleed. You 're in love with
fame. So whilst we love, please don't scream
my name." The horn section whips up the
pace at the end and Heaton stars into a meanspirited "She loves you, yeah, yeah, yeah"
which eventually leads into ''I love me, yeah,
yeah, yeah."
This album is more concerned with love
and relationships than politics (a Housemartins' standard), but I wouldn't characterize it
as less political, only more covertly so. It
flows from the Housemartin style. It fits a
pattern. It has the same attitude. The Beautiful South is a more acquired taste than previous Housemartin material. Interesting. Lis~
to it before you buy it

8 o o k Review
Nolite te bastardes carborundom (don't let
the bastards get you down).
By Margaret Atwood
The Handmaid's Tale
395 pp. New York:
Fawcett Crest. $5.95

It would be presumptions to attempt to critique Margaret Atwood's craft; rather, allow
me to make an informal introduction to her
genius and the gift she's given which will outlast our lifetimes. One of the most startling
qualities of Atwood's style is that it successfully combines poetry and prose. It comes as
no surprise that she is a prolific and successful writer in both areas. And with the same
revelatory truths which mark poetry, At~
wooq's novel is rife with these truths. This
novel is no easy read. Instead, Atwood-spins
out a gruesome, anti-Utopian tale in which the
central restraints and freedoms in the society
are premised on the fecundity of a woman's
womb. A woman's worth, as well as a man's,
and salvation from "unwomanhood" is contingent on her submission to her success as a
travelling womb. But this is not a novel nee, essarily written as a stage for neo-feminist
c ...na 1'>

fice willing to spend what it takes to get the
best. Its too late for Carl Pohlad's lot this season, so get ready to spend 162 days in hell.

Armchair
Opinions
by Dave Driscoll
Not Sue Nipe, I Have A Headache
My friends, I write this column draped in
the cloak of inadequacy. I was never aware of
the journalistic greatness with which the William Mitchell community is blessed. Yes my
friends, there is an all-knowing, guru of journalism among us and she has the Masters Degree to prove it. Ah yes, feel the presence of
SueNipe.
In a community where effective memo
writing is a premium, Sue Nipe amazes us all
by churning out awe-inspiring memos and
blowing her own horn in one gut-wrenching
motion. What's even more impressive is how
she is able to so readily critique The Opinion
- a paper that was all but dead until a few
people made an effort to get it started again.
Perhaps Sue and her "professor of yQre"
would not approve of these undergraduate efforts, but then not all people can be blessed
with a Masters Degree.
The last thing I want to do is perpetuate
this situation, but it's time that people like
Sue, who view the world from their high
horse of self-righteousness, realize that life
does not begin and end with law school.
Granted, there are decisions made that, in retrospect, were ill-advised; however, using a
poorly-written memo to criticize others while
touting your own "accomplishments" is not
only appalling, but sad. I only hope Sue
doesn't call for me to be censured.

Is It October Yet?
I fmd myself longing for the brisk days of
Fall which mark the end of baseball season.
Could it be that I'm already disallusioned
with the Minnesota Twins? I'm afraid Twins
fans can look forward to the same kind of
quality baseball this year that fans in Seattle,
Chicago and Atlanta endure every year.
I shouldn't be critical of the players themselves. After all, there are ·some impressive
young arms, and even playing at half-speed,
the Twins veterans are as talented as most
Unfortunately, the rest of the American
League West franchises have demonstrated a
will to win - a will manifested by a front of-

ACROSS
1 Unhappy
4 That man
6 Foreign
11 Correct
13 Seller
15 Three-toed
sloth
16 Speech
18 Agave plant
19 Therefore
21 Greek peak
22 Undergarment
24 Lucre
26 Dines
28 High card
29 Small island
31 Travel about
33 Printer's
measure
34 Dry
36 Highway

38 French: abbr.
40Want
42 Aggregation of
people
45 Hawaiian
wreath
47 Pierce
49 College official
50 Part of church
52Wargod
54 Symbol for tin
55 That is: abbr.
56 Vegetable
59 As far as
61 Dried grape
63 Destined
65 Woody plants
66 Saint: abbr.
67 Before

DOWN
1 Health resort
2 Gets up

Putts, Not Pucks
My favorite cliche in all sports: "it's time
to get the golf clubs out!" The Minnesota
North Stars can now live the cliche. The Stars
bowed out of the NHL playoffs with a 5-2
loss to Chicago in game seven of their series.
The Stars played will the entire series with
the exception of two periods. Unfortunately,
one of the periods -was period two in the fmal
game, when the Hawks outscored the Stars 4-

0.
The season was a good one, even with the
rumor mill churning out talk: of sales and
team moves to California. Mike Modano
should win the NHL Rookie of the Year if the
league recognizes the impact he has had on
the Stars. Brian Bellows and Neal Broten enjoyed their best seasons in some time, and
Jon Casey finished the season with a team
record in wins and had an outstanding
playoff.
The North Starts appear to be staying in
Minnesota, which may have been the case all
along. I can't imagine the public relations
nightmare the NHL would face if they lost a
franchise in the heart of hockey country. The
NHL owners, who must approve the sale and
transfer of a team, would never allow the
Stars to leave. Hopefully, the buyer of the
North Stars will rework the ticket scheme to
make the games more affordable. (By the
way, if we keep really quiet about this, maybe
Lou Nanne will move to California anyway).
What Else is Going On?
How 'bout those Rebels! I invite you all to
check your pet's litter box for the last issue of
The Opiruon in which I expressed my view of
who the National Champ would be. I was
even more pleased for the Rebels' coach Jerry Tarkanian, who is constantly i.mder the investigative microscope and has even had part
of his Story heard by the U.S. Supreme Court.
I now state unequivocally my belief that
Rebels will repeat next year ...
Five years, $19,000,000.00. Don Mattingly, first baseman of the New York Yankees,
signed a new contract with the Bronx Bombers, and with. a swipe of his pen, set a new
precedent for baseball player's salaries. The
final years of his contract will pay him over
$4 million a year (that's almost $25,000 per
game and $2,800 per inning). I could live
with that ...
By the way, has anyone seen Mike ·Tyson ...

Crossword
Puzzle
3 Fulfill
4 Courageous
person
5 Wipe out
6 Flier
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ideas. Rather, it is a matriarchal society gone
awry. Atwood seems to condemn, as readily
as she condemns the patriarchal figures and
values moving things along, women unwilling or even unable to separate themselves
from an identity as incubators.
Offred, the central character in the novel,
says to her mother who was once a raving
feminist and who is no longer a living or tangible figure in her life, "[w]e ache. Each of
us holds in her lap a phantom, a ghost baby: ·
What comforts us, now the excitement's
over, is our own failure. Mother, I think.
Wherever you may be. Can you hear me?
You wanted a women's culture. Well now
there is one. It isn' t what you meant, but it
exists. Be thankful for small mercies."
Atwood has taken a kernel of reality and
aged it to the point of rotting and then narrates us through the peeling away of its fetid
layers. At the core, beneath these layers, is
Offred's identity, as pristine and unchanging
as a diamond cast off and superficially ....,....
roughed up. Her sexuality and identity as a
woman amid madness maintains a fragile balance that fmally requires her to be condemned by society to right her internal
scales.
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7 Zodiac sign
8 Hostelries
9 Revised: abbr.
10 Public
announcement
12 River In Italy
14 Mature
17 Former Russian
ruler
20 Spanish pot
23 Nole of scale
24 Greek letter
25 Flowerless plant
27 Narrow opening
30 Stalemates
32 Fal of swine
35 Holds back
37 Expires
38 Aptitude
39 lterale
41 Mend with
cotton
43 Ridicule
44 Half an em
46 Exists
48 Trinkets
51 Actual being
53 Highlander
57 Baker's product
58 Exclamation
60 Poem
62 Negalive prefix
64 Mysetf

